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Rights movements cannot be stifled,
say? Ukrainian Helsinki group
NEW YORK. NY. - "Unquestion– of the USSR have penetrated the
ably, the group has been weakened, but masses and are irreversible.
not the rights movement, it has per–.
it cites the fact that even though six of
meated the broadest strata of the the initial 10 members of the Ukrainian
peoples of the Soviet Union, it has Helsinki group have been arrested while
permeated the consciousness of the others are being harassed, the group has
society, it has elevated the ideals of been replenished by new members
national rights above and beyond all bringing the number to 10.
other political aspirations. The seed has
New members of the group are:
been planted and it will grow."says the vitaliy Kalynychenko. an engineer,
concluding paragraph of an editorial vasyl Striltsiv. an educator. Petro
article which appeared in the fourth Sichko. an economist, vasyl Sichko. a
issue of the "information Bulletin" journalism student, Yuriy Lytvyn and
brought out by the Ukrainian Helsinki vasyl Ovsienko, a philologist who is
monitoring group in Kiev.
incarcerated.
The bulletin, which covers events in
Other signers of this latest document
1978 and part of 1979. is circulating as a from Ukraine are: Oksana Meshko,
samvydav publication in Ukraine and Oles Berdnyk, who was arrested earlier
in the. West it was made available by the this year and is expected to be,vjrjcd,
press service of the Ukrainian Supreme " І van Kandyba and Nina Strokata.
Liberation Council (abroad).
in tracing the struggle of the Ukrain–
Titled "The Human Rights Move– ian and other non-Russian peoples for
ment in the Light of the National Strug– national independence, the article cites
gle of the Ukrainian People." the edi– the Final Act of the Helsinki Accords as
torial conveys a sense of profound de- the turning point in that struggle. The
termination on the part of the Ukrain– election of President Jimmy Carter and
ian Helsinki watchers to continue in his adoption of human rights as an
their activity in defense of human rights, integral element of America's foreign
with special accentuation of the right of policy is also stressed in the article as
the икгаіпіал people to freedom and in– having contributed to the formation of
dependence. it confirms repeatedly that the watch groups in Ukraine, Russia,
(Continued on page 2)
the national movements in various parts
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U.S. and Moscow Helsinki groups
hold simultaneous press conferences,
issue joint statement of principle

Ukrainian political prisoners mark
CN^Week, Prague Spring anniversaries
NEW YORK. N.Y. Two
Ukrainian political prisoners serving
sentences in Soviet labor camps paid
tribute last year to the 20th annual
observances of the Captive Nations
Week in the West and to the 10th
anniversary of the Prague Spring.
in letters that made their way to the
West recently and were published by the
press service of the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council ( a b r o a d ) ,
volodymyr Marmus and Yevhen
Sverstiuk commemorated these
anniversaries with protests and renewed
hopes.
in his letter to the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the USSR,
Marmus said that he was staging a
hunger strike on July 17 "in protest
against national discrimination and the
persecution of dissidents."
Marmus said that the world
community is marking each third week
of July as Captive Nations Week to
demonstrate "its support and solidarity
with nations which are fighting for their
national and social liberation."Since he
is a part of the Ukrainian nation and
represents it in the laborcamp. Marmus
said he considered ft his duty "to take
part in this international humanitarian

action." The letter was dated July 17.
1978.
Marmus, who is 30 years old, was
born in the Tcrnopil area of western
Ukraine. He was arrested in 1973 for
allegedly disseminating samvydav
literature and displaying the Ukrainian
blue-and-yellow flag, and sentenced to
six years' incarceration and five years'
exile.
Sverstiuk directed his impassioned
letter to "my Czech and Slovak
brothers." He recalled that "your
Prague Spring 10 years ago brought
the lure of the free word on the wings of
Kiev's gusts," but on August 21, when
the Soviet tanks crushed the uprising
and brought to an end the brief Dubcek
era. "1 was with you in thoughts and
feelings, equally crushed by tanks."
Today, said Sverstiuk, after 10 years,
no longer in sadness here among other
political prisoners, "my hopes are
renewed."
"We are exhausted by cold and
darkness, but from our blood the seed
of freedom will be born again.
Throughout the world the Prague
Spring is born again and the echo of our
freedom will stifle the rumble of their
tanks."

Ludmilla Alekseyeva in New York speaks over the phone with participants of the
Moscow press conference as Gen. Petro Grigorenko looks on. On the left is Adrian
Karatnycky, who translated the general's remarks.
Story and photos
by Roma Sochan-Hadzewycz

activists gathered at the New York and
Moscow press conferences were in
telephone contact. Before the con–
NEW YORK. N.Y. - Helsinki mo– versation was cut off. however. Lud–
nitoring groups in Moscow and the milla Alekseyeva in New York managed
United States held simultaneous press to find out that the press conference in
conferences Tuesday. July 31. and the Moscow apartment of Andrei Sa–
issued a joint statement of principle on kharov and his wife Yelena Bonner was
promoting observance of the Helsinki indeed in progress, that members of the
Accords. The press conferences - the press were present, and that, in addition
first of this kind - were held on the eve to members of the Moscow Helsinki
of the fourth anniversary of the signing group, many other rights activists were
of the accords by the United States, the present. The press conferences began at
Soviet Union and 33 other governments 10 a.m. New York time and 6 p.m.
on August 1. 1975.
Moscow time.
For some 50 to 60 seconds, the rights
(Continued on page 2)
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Report three American youths U.S. and Moscow.
arrested by Czech police
(Continued from page 1)

WHEATON, ill. Three young
American tourists are presently being
detained by Czech authorities in Brno.
Czecho-Slovakia, reported the Society
for the Study of Religion and Commu–
nism.
Lenore Hunt, 23. of Galesburg, ill.,
A l b i o n B u c k i n g h a m , 2 6 , of W i l l o w
Grove. Pa., and Michael Birks, 21, of
Fairfax, Calif., were seized by Czech
officials on July 3 and have been held
incommunicado. No U.S. officials have
been allowed to speak with them.;
The group, members of the Summer
Youth Training in Europe organiza–
t i o n , a program affiliated with the
Slavic Gospel Association, were found
in possession of religious literature,
including Czech Bibles intended as gifts
for Czech churches. Czech officials in

Prague have indicated that a charge of
unlicensed importation of literature is
pending for the arrested Americans.
Rom Maczka, Summer Youth Train–
ing in Europe spokesman, said that it
was customary for the touring students
from Christian colleges in the United
States to take gifts, including religious
literature, t o the c h u r c h e s o n their
travels through Western and Eastern
Europe.
" N o t h i n g in Czech l a w , " he said
"prohibits the carrying of such litera–
ture into the country. The literature in
question was available for inspection, it
was not of a political nature." it is
feared that the three youths are undergoing interrogation — this would
account for the silence of Czech author–
ities concerning the case.

vatican announces, later withdraws
news of Moroz's meeting with pope
v A T l C A N C1TY - valentyn Mo–
roz's private audience on June 28 with
Pope John Paul 11 was not meant to be
officially announced, but the vatican
mistakenly released a list of visitors
which included the Ukrainian dissi–
dent's name, reported the N a t i o n a l
Catholic Register in its July 15 edition.
The vatican then withdrew its initial
press bulletin, which mentioned Mr.
Moroz as one of the day's visitors, and
substituted a new bulletin which did not
carry his name. As a result there was
much speculation about whether the
audience actually took place.
Л well-placed vatican source who
asked not to be identified said that the
meeting did occur. According to the
National Catholic Register, the source
said that the first announcement was
withdrawn "for reasons of diplomatic
prudence."

Neither vatican Radio nor "L"Osser–
vatore Romano," the vatican newspa–
per, mentioned the meeting between the
pope and Mr. Moroz.
The National Catholic Register noted
that it is not unusual for the vatican to
leave unannounced the names of some
persons with whom the pope has met
privately. Names that are announced
officially are usually those of leading
churchmen or civil authorities.

The New York press conference was
attended by members of the U.S. Hel–
sinki Watch Committee and reprcsen–
tatives of the Moscow and Kiev Hel–
sinki groups, as well as other prominent
former Soviet dissidents.
Mrs. Atekseyeva, a founding member
of the M o s c o w Group to P r o m o t e
Observance of the Helsinki Accords
and the (group's official Western rep–
resentativc. learned during the brief
telephone:conversation that among the
persons present in Moscow were Yclena
Bonner and Malva Landa. members of
the : Moscpw group; viacheslav Bakh–
min, a member'of the Working Corn–
mittee oh the Abuse of Psychiatry in ф е
Soviet Union; and Tatiana velikanova,
a member of one of the earliest human
rights groups in the USSR, the lnitia–
tive Grdup.
і
At this; point the call was cut short,
and Mrs.' Alekseyeva said she heard a
busy signal. "1 am not surprised that the
call was cut off, 1 am surprised that it
was put through," she said, noting that
this was the first time in two years that
she had been able to make phone contact.
The call was placed from New York
again, and about half an hour later the
telephone rang and the operator reported that there was no answer in
Moscow.
Gen. Petro Grigorenko, a member of
the Western Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki group, reported
that members of the Kiev group wanted
to attend the Moscow press conference.

but were not allowed to d o so by Soviet
authorities. The general, a founding
member of both the Kiev and Moscow
Helsinki groups, also pointed out that
there arc no foreign correspondents
o u t s i d e of t h e R u s s i a n S F S R with
whom 'the Ukrainian,
Armenian.
Georgian and Lithuanian Helsinki
group; could establish contacts'.
.

Joint statement

The joint statement released at the
press conferences by the Moscow Hel–
sinki group and the U . S . Helsinki
Watch Committee, which was founded
in January by SO prominent American
citizens, was cited by Mrs; Alekseytfva
as "the first document in history signed
independently by Soviet and American
citizens' groups" and a "special and
unique event — no less important that
the signing of the Helsinki Final Act."
She said that the document represents
"our mutual victory over the routines
and subterfuges of official diplomacy."
The joint statement called for the
establishment of n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l
Helsinki monitoring groups in all the
countries whose governments signed
the Helsinki Accords and said that
contacts among the groups "will assist
people from different c o u n t r i e s in
c o o r d i n a t i n g their efforts to secure
human rights throughout the world."
The document expressed the Moscow
and U . S . g r o u p s ' belief t h a t t h e i r
primary fask is to publicize "all human
rights violations no matter whether they
(Continued on page 4)

At a press conference the next day
Mr.-Moroz was questioned about the
deletion of his name from the vatican
announcement. According to the Regis–
ter. he said that words make no dif–
ference and that "what h a p p e n e d ,
happened."
With a smile he held up an eight-by–
10 color photo of himself with the pope.

Rights movements...
(Continued from page 1)
Lithuania. Georgia and Armenia.
"We have no doubt." says the article,
"that the representatives of the Soviet
Unionjsigned that document in the hope
that it will bind everybody but the
Soviet government, that everything will
remain as it was and that Soviet propa–
ganda will have yet another trump
card."
But events took another turn, says
the article, because "human rights
became a (actor in international politics
and relations." Consequently, the Final
Act of the Helsinki Accords h;;s become
"a thorn in the side of the Soviet
Union."
in repeatedly stressing the legality of
the group and its activity as being
wholly within the framework of the
Soviet c o n s t i t u t i o n , the article reaffirms that the emergence of the group
is a sequel in the history of the Ukrain–
ian people's struggle for freedom and
independence.
"The group has emerged in an empty
space, it has been preceded by decades,
if not centuries, of an intensive struggle
of the Ukrainian people for their rights,
for their place under the sun... We have
always waged a struggle, we are waging
it today, we will wage it tomorrow."
The article mentions such incarcer–
ated rights activists as Levko Lukianen–
ko. vyacheslav Chornovil, Mykola
R u d e n k o , lvan S v i t l y c h n y , Yevhen
Sverstiuk. vasyl Stus. lryna and lhor

Kalynets, Mykhailo Osadchy. lryna
Senyk. Stefania Shabatura. as well as
v a l e n t y n M o r o z , the recently freed
historian, and calls them "political
activists of world renown."They did not
commit any crimes, says the article,
and they acted within the framework of
the Soviet constitution.
"Their only 'crimes' arc articles
relating to the rights movement or mere
membership in the Helsinki group."
The editorial also points to the
predominance of the Russian language
in the USSR and the policy of Russifi–
cation in Ukraine and other republics.
"A Russian, no matter where he goes,
in every republic, in schools of higher
education uses his native language. A
Ukrainian in his own land suffocates in
Russianism. A Russian has everywhere
schools in his own language, kindergar–
tens. theaters, movies, but a Ukrainian
in his own land only dreams of them,
fights for them and goes to jail with the
stigma of a nationalist."
The article admits thai the Helsinki
monitors in the USSR have not solved
the problems posed by the rights move–
ment, but "the problems and the move–
ment itself have become more pro–
nounced."
in this sense, it says, "the seed has
been planted and it will continue to
grow." alluding to the all-embraping–
and growing movement in Ukraine and.
elsewhere in the USSR.

Aleksandr Ginzburg (center) addresses the press conference. Seated on the left is
Robert L. Bernstein, chairman of the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee; interpreter
Adrian Karatnycky is on the right.
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valentyn Moroz, Dr. Ku Cheng-Kang
honored at D.C. CN Week program
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The an–
nual Captive Nations Week program
was held here at the Rayburn Office
Building of the U.S. Congress on
Wednesday, July 18, under the spon–
sorship of the Ukrainian National
information Service and the National
Captive Nations Committee.
The noontime program was attended
by senators, congressmen, valentyn
Moroz with his wife Raisa and son
valentyn Jr., Dr. Ku Cheng-Kang of
Taiwan, honorary chairman of the
World Anti-Communist League; rep–
resentatives of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America and other Uk–
rainian national organizations, and
representatives of other captive nations.
After recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance and a prayer offered by
Senate. Chaplain the Rev. Edward
Elsen, Dr. Lev Dobriansky, president
of the National Captive Nations Com–
mittee, delivered introductory remarks.
Rep. Edward Derwinski (R-lll.) then
introduced the Moroz family and other
honored guests, and expressed his hope
that one day in the future there would be
no captive nations.
The keynote speaker was Mr. Moroz.

His address was translated by Borys
Potapenko, director of the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians Human
Rights Bureau in New York City.
Mr. Moroz stressed that Captive
Nations Week is not the private busi–
ness of the captive nations, but that it is
an important factor in the world. He
said that the future of the West is
intertwined with the freedom of captive
nations.
Mr. Moroz was presented an Hono–
rary Freedom Citation by Dr. Do–.
briansky on behalf of the NCNC.
The Moroz family was greeted by
Theodore Caryk, president of the local
UCCA branch. Girls in Ukrainian dress
presented a bouquet of flowers to Mrs.
Moroz and a miniature edition of
Shevchenko's "Kobzar" to valentyn Jr.
Dr. Ku Cheng-Kang was also award–
ed the Honorary Freedom Citation by
the NCNC. in his subsequent address he
spoke about relations between the
United States and Nationalist China.
Supreme President Dr. John O. Flis
represented the Ukrainian National
Association at the Captive Nations
Week program.

Moroz visits union headquarters
WARREN, Mich. valentyn
Moroz recently visited the headquarters
of United Auto Workers Local 160
where he addressed the union's officers
and members, and area Ukrainians.
Peter J. Morais, president of Local
160, presented Mr. Moroz with three of
the local's hats, one for each of the^
Morozes. Mr. Moroz responded by
donning the hat and expressing his
gratitude for the gesture.
The local president had been
instrumental in urging Douglas A.

Fraser. UAW president, to intercede on
behalf of Mr. Moroz for the release of
his 122 notebooks of writings. Mr.
Fraser did so in a letter dated July 17 to
Soviet Ambassador to the United States
Anatoly Dobrynin.
. Mr. Fraser said he would also raise
the matter during a scheduled meeting
with President Jimmy Carter.
News about Mr. Moroz's visit to
Local 160 headquarters appeared in the
July edition of the local's official
publication.
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Msgr. Paska offers prayer
at Senate CN Week observance
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Msgr. our temporal endeavors, we ask Your
Walter Paska of Ss. Peter and Paul
Ukrainian Catholic Church, Baltimore,
Md., and lecturer in the department of
canon law at The Catholic University of
America, offered the opening prayer in
the Senate of the United States on
Thursday, July 19.
At the invitation of the Rev. Dr.
Edward R. Elsen, Senate chaplain, and
the recommendation of Sen. Barry
Gold water (R-Ariz.), Msgr. Paska
was asked to deliver the daily prayer on
the occasion of the 20th anniversary of
Captive Nations Week.
Dr. Lev Dobriansky of Georgetown
University accompanied Msgr. Paska
during a series of visits to members of
the Senate who sought additional
information about the persecuted
Catholic Church in Ukraine and the
development of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in the United States.
The following is the text of the prayer
given by Msgr. Paska.
Almighty God, in accordance with
Your benevolent encouragement to
seek the aid of Divine Providence in all

continued blessing upon this august
assembly, the distinguished Senate of
the United States.
May its deliberations reflect the high
purposes that are to benefit our country
in advancing its social well-being,
protecting our inalienable freedoms and
enlightening us in the role of promoter
of justice and peace throughout the
world.
As inheritors of this tradition in the
United States, we earnestly pray that
Ukraine and all captive nations share
these blessings that You intend for us.
The profound awareness of Your
presence as God of all nations leads us
to anticipate the realization of these
goals through our individual strivings
and the common determinations of this
revered legislative assembly.
Humbly, yet confidently, we petition
for these graces in behalf of this Senate
and our country, for You are omni–
potent toward all Your creation and
infinitely merciful in response to our
needs.
Amen.

Philly Moroz Committee demonstrates
outside Soviet Embassy

WASHINGTON, D.C. - on the the Ukrainian Helsinki group were resecond anniversary of the sentencing of leased.
Present at the demonstration was Mr.
Lev Lukianenko, the Philadelphia
Human Rights for Ukraine — Moroz Moroz, his wife Raisa and son valentyn
Committee organized a demonstration Jr.
The demonstration was covered by
outside the Soviet Embassy here.
The demonstration took place Thurs– the Philadelphia newspapers, and AP
and
UP1 reports appeared in the local
day, July 19, following the testimony
before the Helsinki Commission by Pennsylvania papers. News of the
Aleksandr Ginzburg, Petro vins and demonstration was also broadcast by
valentyn Moroz. Rep. Millicent Fen- the voice of America to Ukraine.
wick (R-N.J.) announced that a demon–
stration would take place to protest the
incarceration of the Ukrainian Helsinki
group members.
The busload of demonstrators from
Philadelphia carried placards calling
BOSTON, Mass. - On Wednesday,
for the release of Lukianenko, Mykola
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Unity '79, the ly and locally while allowing each to re- Rudenko, Oleksa Tykhy and others. July 18, as the 20th anniversary of the
world jamboree of the Associated tain its independent structure and The chairperson of the committee, "Captive Nations Week" was observed,
international Scout and Guide Organi– unique scouting tradition.
Ulana Mazurkevich presented to Soviet the Boston City Council adopted a
zations, will be held at the "vovcha
in addition to Plast, the members of officials a copy of the testijony delivered resolution, endorsing "the third week of
Tropa" Plast camp in East Chatham, the organization are the World Federa– by Mr. vins, one of the members of the July as Captive Nations Week through
N.Y^, from Saturday, August 25 to tion of Estonian Girl Guides, the Ukrainian Helsinki group. The testi– the reaffirmation of the policy of
Sunday, September 2.
Estonian Boy Scouts Federation, the mony detailed the persecution of the freedom, independence and national
The A1SGO, of which Plast Ukraini– Hungarian Scouts Association, the members of the Ukrainian Helsinki self-determination for all peoples."
The resolution was sponsored by
an Youth Organization is a member, is Latvian Girl Guides Movement, the group. Soviet officials were also told
composed of Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian Boy Scouts Movement, the that the group, which had demonstrated Councilwoman Louise Day Hicks and
supported
by all members, Frederick C.
Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish and Ukrai– Lithuanian Scouts Association, and the on behalf of Mr. Moroz, would con–
nian scouting organizations, it unites Polish Boy Scouts and Girl Guides tinue to demonstrate until Lukianenko. Langone, Albert O"Neil, Joseph Tier–
the scouts and guides of nations whose Association.
Rudenko, Tykhy and other members of ney, Larry DiCara. Raymond Flynn,
Chris lannella. Patrick McDonough
homelands are under Soviet domina–
and Rosemarie Sansone.
tion. These scouting groups are or–
Councilwoman Hicks informed the
ganized on the basis of nationality
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
rather than territoriality as is the case
American in Boston about the Council's
with scouting organizations, such as
Scouting-USA, belonging to the "Boy
WASHINGTON, D.C. - on Satur– of whom have been in captivity for so action.
The resolution recognizes that "the
Scouts international Bureau and the day, July 21, the Heritage Youth Com– many years.
The Heritage Youth Committee peoples of the captive nations and their
World Association of Girl Guides and mittee, a standing and acting member of
manned
a
booth
displaying
literature
on
descendants
and relatives here in Amc–
Girl Scouts.
the National Republican Heritage
A1SGO member-organizations will Groups Council, was an active partici– the role of the ethnic American in the rica have never given up the dream that
one day freedom and self-determination
send representative groups to the Unity pant in the 21st Captive Nations Week Republican Party.
A slide show, focusing on the impor– will return to Poland. Ukraine. Ar–
'79 camp. There they will participate in Folk Festival held at the Constitution
tance of young people in the future of menia. Byelorussia. Estonia. Latvia,
activities such as friendship games, Hall in Washington, D.C.
the Republican Party, produced by the Lithuania. Georgia. Azerbaidzhan,
pioneering, folklore, orienteering, and
Turkestan, North Caucasus, Hungary,
in a festive mood, people from committee was shown.
arts and crafts, visitors are welcome at
Along with the literature and the slide Czechia, Slovakia. Rumania and
the camp on Saturday and Sunday, nations behind the iron and bamboo
curtains celebrated their freedom from show, Kevin Burke of irish-English others."
September 1-2.
it concludes "that the United States
Unity '79 is the third camp of its kind. the governments that had kept their heritage, Emily Landis of German
The first, Unity '74, was held at the Plast ancestors captive for so long. Ameri– extraction, Chris Kielich of Croatian should not limit interest and concern for
descent
and
Barbara
Gracey
of
Ukrain–
cans
from
nations
such
as
Yugoslavia,
captive
nations to one week per year,
camp in East Chatham, and the second.
Bulgaria, East Germany, Ukraine and ian lineage spent the day sharing the but should urge that all Americans
Harmony '77, was held in Canada.
The A1SGO, which was founded in other captive nations celebrated not Republican Party's philosophy with the rededicatc themselves to the support
November 1976, provides for the widest only their own freedom, but they also many ethnic Americans present and of freedom ;.round the world in order
degree of cooperation among member- prayed that one day, they would be found that most shared the:: same prrnci– to prevent the flame of freedom from;
' Г '
berrte extinguished."''' ''– '
"-''"
organizations internationally, national– united again with their families, many! ples.

"vovcha Tropa" to host
world scouting jamboree

Boston City Council
supports CN Week

GOP youths attend CN program
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U.S. and Moscow...
(Conlinucd from pate 2)

affect specific individuals or are more
general in nature" and their recommen–
dation and hope that "in preparing for
the Madrid Conference governmental
delegations will use materials on human
rights violations in the signatory states
compiled and issued by non-govern–
mental groups as well as private indi–
viduals actively concerned with the
implementation of the Helsinki Accords."
(The full text of the joint statement
appears on the right.)
Speaking at the beginning of the New
York press conference, Robert L.
Bernstein, the president and chairman
of the board of Random House who
chairs the U.S. Helsinki Watch Com–
mittee said: "it is clear to me that there is
great misunderstanding on how indi–
viduals may act upon their rights in the
Eastern-bloc countries. Sixteen mem–
bcrs of Soviet Helsinki watch groups
are now in jail or labor camps and with
very long sentences, many to be follow–
ed by internal exile. Seven have emi–
grated, most, if not all of them, against
their will."
M r. Bernstein also cited the case of 10
members of Charter 77, the Helsinki
monitoring group in Czecho-Slovakia,
who have been detained and may be
tried. He reported that U.S. State
Department spokesman Hodding Car–
ter ill had just made a public announce–
ment of U.S. concern about the situa–
tion.
"Nothing has done more to focus the
attention of the world on human rights
abuses in the USSR and Czecho-Slo–
vakia than the persecution of members
of the Soviet Helsinki monitoring
groups and of Charter 77. Each day they
spend in prison or work in labor camps
confirms the validity of their criticism
and offers daily proof of their govern–
ments' failure to comply with the
human rights provisions of the Helsinki
Accords."
Mr. Bernstein added that the United
States should search for "effective
peaceful ways" to express its displeasure
over non-implementation of the Helsin–
ki Final Act. "The Soviets do it." he
noted. "They have withdrawn from the
30th World Archery Championships
because the international Archery
Federation refused to exclude South
Africa and Zimbabwe Rhodesia from
the events. Could they be trying to point
the way to linkage between sports
events and political protest?"
The chairman also stressed that
public comment is crucial to the success
of behind-the-scenes' negotiations re–
garding human rights.
Statement by Alekseyeva
in her statement as official reprcsen–
tative of the Moscow Helsinki group,
Mrs. Alekseyeva reported that the
initiative for the joint statement came
from the Moscow group. She said the
group proposed the venture to the
American Helsinki group because, "it
is, after all, the citizens of America who
have given the world a model of de–
manding respect for law from their
government officials" and cited Ameri–
cans' response to Watergate as the most
recent example.
"The observance of civil and human
rights in our two superpowers is of vital
importance to the citizens of both
countries and the entire world." Mrs.
Alekseyeva stressed. "For in today's
crowded world, wherever or for whom–
ever the bell tolls, it tolls for each of us.
The joint efforts of citizens in the two
superpowers'are" the phly real mearis to '
instire that the gbverrime'nfs' which
if 1 l;taq ПО hjunHt!O ) l

signed the Final Act will take seriously
the promises they made their citizens in
Helsinki."
She noted that "Belgrade did not
become a Munich" thanks to the citi–
zens' Helsinki movement, and expressed her hope that more would be
achiev.cd for human rights at the 1980
Madrid Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe than was in
Belgrade.
Statement by Ginzburg
Aleksandr Ginzburg, a founding
member of the Moscow Helsinki group
who arrived in the United States during
the recent exchange of Soviet political
prisoners for Soviet spies, emphasized
that Soviet Helsinki monitoring groups
"have never been groups for selfdefense." He said the Helsinki Accords,
which committed the signatories to
observe the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, "gave us the right to
struggle for the release of all political
prisoners in the USSR and Eastern
Europe."
For the benefit of the press, Mr.
Ginzburg listed the names of arrested
Helsinki monitors: in the Armenian
group - Robert Nazarian, Shagen
Arutunian; in the Georgian group Merab Kostava, viktor Rtskhiladze; in
the Lithuanian group — viktoras
Petkus, Balys Gajauskas; in the Uk–
rainian group - Oles Berdnyk, Levko
Lukianenko, Myroslav Marynovych,
My kola Matusevych, Oleksa Tykhy,
Mykola Rudenko; in the Moscow
group - Aleksandr Podrabinek, via–
dimir Slepak, Attatoly Shcharansky,
Yuri Orlov.
"1 intentionally began with the names
least known to Americans. They all
deserve your attention — no one more
or less. And it is precisely your attention
which is the front line of their defense,"
he explained.
"The latest news about them from the
Soviet Union is not reassuring: Orlov
has pyelonephritis, a disease which is
impossible to treat in the camps without
proper medication or special physi–
cians. Tykhy is dying in a prison
hospital in Sverdlovsk in the Urals.
Petkus and Shcharansky are going
blind in today's most frightening poli–
tical prison in Chistopol, Tataria," Mr.
Ginzburg noted.
He said that there are thousands of
political prisoners in the USSR and
Eastern Europe and that "to read a list
of their names alone would take many
days' time." He then mentioned the
names of lgor Ogurtsov, Sergei Ko–
valev, viadimir Shelkov, Danylo Shu–
muk, lryna Senyk, Petras Paulitis,
Paruir Airikian, Mustafa Dzhemilev,
Sergei Babich, Yuriy Fedorov, Oleksiy
Murzhenko and Yosif Mendelevich.
Statement by Grigorenko
The Ukrainian Helsinki group was
represented at the press conference by
Gen. Petro Grigoreriko who explained
that the smaller the republic and the
more distant it is from Moscow —
where all foreign correspondents are
based — the greater the pressure im–
posed by Soviet authorities on its
citizenry.
"Hidden from the press, the Helsinki
groups in the non-Russian republics of
the USSR — in Ukraine, Lithuania.
Armenia and Georgia — immediately
came under fire from the KGB. The
majority of members in the Armenian,
Lithuanian and Georgian Helsinki
groups were rapidly arrested and sen–
tehcpd'.to long prison-camp terms.'The ,
(Continued on page 5)
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Joint statement of the Moscow Group
to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Accords
and of the American'Helsinki Watch
We note with satisfaction that public groups to promote observance of the
human rights provisions of the Helsinki Accords have been organized arid are
now functioning in the two largest countries which signed the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
We deem it fitting to recall that Prof. Yuri Orlov, a physicist and the
founder of the Moscow Helsinki group, s'upptied the impetus for the
formation of such groups. Prof. Orlov was tried in 1978 and convicted for the
Moscow group's activities; he is now a political prisoner in a Soviet labor
camp in the Ural region.
We believe that non-governmental Helsinki watch groups should be
organized in all countries which have signed the Final Act.
The 1977 Belgrade Conference demonstrated the importance of the
involvement of individuals and groups of the participating states in
promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms.
We believe that contacts among our groups, both face-to-face meetings and
exchanges of information, authorized by the Helsinki Final Act, will assist
people from different countries in coordinating their efforts to secure human
rights throughout the world.
We believe that the development of such contacts represents a new form of
cooperation among people from different countries, one which is based on
common goals, principles and methods. This cooperation is expressly
sanctioned by the Helsinki Final Act, as well as other covenants and
international agreements.
Convinced that respect for human rights, which derive from the inherent
dignity of the human person, is an essential factor for freedom, justice and
universal peace;
Convinced that violations of rights can never be justified by political,
economic, ideological or other considerations;
Convinced by the history of the human race, and by the history of the 20th
century in particular, that human rights have intrinsic value, that they are
inalienable, and that disregard of human rights leads to terrible -social
dislocations and to the physical and moral degradation of the individual and
society;
Adopting the basic definition of theserightscontained in the U.N. Carter,
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, international covenants on human
rights, and the Final Act;
Щ Mindful that the states which signed the Helsinki Final Act have assumed
an obligation to act in accordance with the principles of the Universal
Declaration and with all provisions of the covenants on human rights;
Recognizing the difficulty and, in some instances, the impossibility of
eliminating all obstacles on the path to these goals;
We consider our primary and necessary task bringing to light and
publicizing all human rights violations no matter whether they affect specific
individuals or are more general in nature.
We believe that any country which has not yet ratified the Genocide
Convention, the covenants on human rights, including their optional
protocol, or the international conventions forbidding various kinds of
discrimination, forced labor and interference with freedom of association,
should do so. We also consider necessary the adoption and ratification of
conventions guaranteeing freedom of conscience and belief; freedom of
movement within a country and between countries; the inviolability of the
individual and the family; freedom to receive and impart information; and the
humanitarian treatment of prisoners. Many of these human rights are specific
undertakings of the signatories under the Final Act and other international
agreements.
We believe that the domestic legislation of our countries must quickly be
brought into complete accord with the international covenants and
conventions on human rights.
We recommend and hope that in preparing for the Madrid Conference
governmental delegations will use materials on human rights violations in the
signatory states compiled and issued by non-governmental groups as well as
private individuals actively concerned with the implementation of the
Helsinki Accords.
We consider ourselves obliged to bring to public attention documentary
evidence concerning any conflicts between our operative domestic laws or
normative acts and international agreements as well as violations of our laws
or other arbitrary actions resulting in infringements of human rights. We shall
also inform world public opinion about all sorts of persecutions of persons
who are engaged in defending the rights of others and who have acted within
the bounds established by international human rights declarations, covenants
and conventions.
We shall give priority to assuring contacts between our groups so that we
can consult about our activities and can circulate our documents to a large
and varied audience in both countries.
We propose to circulate this document among existing European Helsinki
groups. We welcome contacts with them.
Members of the Moscow group:
Yelena Bonner
Sofia Kalistratova
Malva Landa
Naum Meiman
viktor Nekipelov
Tatiana Osipova
УцгіуТігУпі-Аіаеу

Members of the American group:
Robert L. Bernstein
John Carey
Adrian DeWind
Marvin Frankel
Jack Greenberg
Агу eh Neier
Orville H. Scheli
;
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Ukrainian institute directors meet
U.S. and MOSCOW.
Lemko group
(Continued from page 4)
some
of
the
recipients
have
repaid
NEW YORK, N.Y. - On Friday,
loans. He quoted a letter of Ukrainian Helsinki group and the
publishes magazine July 6, a meeting of the directors of the their
movement
in Ukraine came under
gratitude received from Dr. Bohdan
NEW YORK, NY. - The Lemko
Research Foundation has published the
first issue of its new quarterly magazine
titled Lemkivshchyna.

Ukrainian institute of America.chaired
by the institute's president. Theodore
Dzus. took place in the ША building at
2 E. 79th St.

The following directors were present:
The 29-page magazine contains over vice president and chairman of the
20 articles on topics such as "Lemkiv– membership committee Ostap Balaban.
shchyna in the Years 1918-1919." secretary Dr. JohnO. Ris, chairman of
"Taras Shevchenko - Painter," "A the financial committee Michael Piz–
Conversation with Mychaj!o Czeresz– nak. chairman of the arts committee
niowskyj," "Wooden Architecture of Petro Andrusiw. chairman of the public
the Ukrainian Carpathians" and a relations committee Dr. Rostyslaw
photo-montage of scenes of Lemkiv– Sochynskyj and Dr. Myron Zarycky.
shchyna.
Organizational, financial and cul–
The magazine also includes a map of
Lemkivshchyna. poems by Bohdan tural planning were discussed as well as
lhor Antonych, and lyrics and music to the need of securing a new administra–
tive director in place of the late Julian
"Oy, Yershe, Miy Yershe."
Revay.
The World Federation of Lemkos.
Mr. Balaban mentioned the interest
" ^ T r – - r ^ ^ - b c j h e Defense of
hon of Lemkos in Canada
snown by quite a few young profes–
publication of ih. „
'sponsor Trie
sionals in the activities of the institute
Subscription rates are S5 per year and near future and reported that applic'a–
tion forms and further information
Si.SO per issue.
were mailed immediately to all of them.
For further information write to the
Lemko Research Foundation, P.O.
Mr. Piznak, in his capacity as chairBox 651 Cooper Station, New York, man of the committee for student loans,
N.Y. 10003.
reported with great satisfaction that

Ha!ibey, in which he enclosed a check
for Si.000.
Mr. Andrusiw reflected on the recent
successful exhibits sponsored by the art
committee of the institute. Present at
the opening of the show of embroidered
pictures and wedding wreaths by lvan–
na Petrowska was the Canadian consul
and other distinguished guests.
The exhibit of works by Daria Kinal,
the wife of Dr. Basil Kinal. also had
very good attendance and was unique in
that the profits of the art show were
designated for the Ukrainian Studies
Fund at Harvard University, said Mr.
Andrusiw.
During the months of May and June
the institute was the site of many
meetings, concerts, lectures and exhi–
hiu. The art exhibit of well-known
pmrucls nun. ^..,—... uu.-;„. WQ9
among the more popular, he added.
A special committee has been assigned to take inventory of the UlA's
possessions. The panel will make its
report at lhe October 19 meeting.

Obituaries

Noted sports activist, Adrian Lapychak, dies
MAPLEWOOD. N.J. - Adrian
Lapychak. noted sports activist with
Newark's "Chornomorska Sitch"
Sports Association, who for over two
decades managed and coached the
club's women's volleyball teams and
was almost single-handedly responsible
for the sport's continued growth, died
suddenly Sunday. July 29. at his home
of an apparent heart failure. He was 59
years old.
Though himself not active in sports
since his retirement from soccer after a
contusion of the leg. Mr. Lapychak
maintained an active interest in sports,
and as late as last June he served as an
official at the Youth Sports Meet held at
the SUM-A campsite in Ellenville. N.Y.
For years he had served as an official at
the USCAK swimming meets at
Soyuzivka and planned to do so this
year.
volleyball, however, was his major
fancy. He organized women's and girls'
volleyball teams, coached them, entered
them in tournaments and kept them in
competitive limelight with great suc–
cess. Since his association with "Sitch,"
Mr. Lapychak developed four genera–
tions of female volleyball players, some
of whom are now competing for Ameri–
can collegiate teams. A keen student of

Adrian Lapychak
the game, he was also an inspiring
organizer who even in drought years
managed to field adequate squads thus
assuring continuity of the sport within
the framework of "Sitch's"club activity.
Born in 1920, the son of a Ukrainian
Catholic priest in Sukha Уоііа, Liuba–
chiv county, western Ukraine. Mr.

Theodore Soroka, Chester
community activist, dies
NORTH МІАМІ, Fla. - Theodore
Soroka, an active leader of the Chester,
Pa., Ukrainian American community,
died Thursday, July 5, in North Miami,
Fla. He was 83 years old.
Mr. Soroka was born in Ukraine. He
came to this country in 1913 and lived
for a short time in Philadelphia before
coming to Chester where he lived about
57 years.
He operated a grocery business with
his late wife, Mary, at Second Street
and Highland Avenue, Chester, Pa., for
25 years. He was a founding meiri,ber
and officer of St. Mary's Ukrainian
Orthodox--Oheich^anovttoe– Ukrainian -

American National Home.
He and his wife were instrumental in
sponsoring and providing for scores of
Ukrainian displaced persons. The So–
rokas began assisting Ukrainian dis–
placed persons in the late 1940s by
finding them housing and employment
and also providing for their education.
He was a member of UNA Branch
237.
Surviving are a daughter Mrs. Eva
Uzych of Wallingford, a son Theodore
Jr. of North Miami, Fla., two sisters,
Mrs. Mary Seniow of Philadelphia and
irene in Ukraine, a brother Antin in
-ЧЯнвіпе; md three grandchildren.;--– ч -'

Lapychak completed his secondary
education in Peremyshl where he
launched what was to become an outstanding soccer career with the city's
famed Sian club. World War 11 in–
terrupted his studies as well as his
sports activity,1 though he managed to
resume both in vienna, Austria, after
the war. He came to the United States in
1949 and worked as a typesetter for the
Svoboda Press.
He soon enrolled at Fairleigh-Dickin–
son University in Rutherford. N.J.,
where he pursued studies in engineer–
ing. His persevering character came to
the fore again: studying on a part-time
basis, it took him eight years to obtain
his bachelor's degree, but he did so with
flying colors. As an engineer he was in
the employ of the U.S. Army Picatinny
Arsenal in Dover, N.J.
Surviving are his wife Luba, who
heads the administrative staff of the
Svoboda Press, brother Roman, and
near and distant relatives in Ukraine
and in the West.
Funeral services were held Wednes–
day, August 1. from St. John Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Newark, N.J., to
South Bound Brook. N.J., where the
remains were interred at the Ukrainian
Orthodox Cemetery.

J.C. pastor's
mother dies
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. Mary
.Danusiar, mother of the Rev. Theodore
Danusiar, current pastor of Ss. Peter
and Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church
here, died Saturday. July 28.
After services in Jersey City the
remains were transferred to Cohoes,
N.Y., where funeral services were held
Wednesday, August 1, at Ss. Peter and
Paul Church. The remains were interred
at a cemetery in Waterford, N.Y.
in addition to Fr. Theodore. Mrs.
Danusiar is survived by three
daughters. Mary, Dorothy and Helen
with their families^

immense pressure," said the general.
He then cited the following Ukrain–
ian Helsinki monitors who were ar–
rested and imprisoned for their activity:
Mykola Rudenko - sentenced to seven
years of imprisonment and five years of
exile; Oleksa Tykhy - 10 years of
prison camp and five years of exile; Lev
Lukianenko - 10 years of impruon–
ment and five years of exile; Myroslav
Marynovych - seven years of labor
camp and five years of exile; Mykola
Matusevych - seven years of labor
camp and five of exile; and vasyl
Ovsienko (a new member of the group)
- three years of imprisonment. He also
noted that Oles Berdnyk was arrested in
Kiev and was awaiting a trial, and that
other members of the Kiev group are
constantly harassed.
"Despite this, new members have
joined the group, and support for the
activities of the Ukainian Helsinki
group is growing within Ukraine," Gen.
O i i g u r a n l i O i:aid.

According to the general, almost half
of all political prisoners are Ukrainian,
and very few of them are serving
sentences of less than seven years'
imprisonment and five years'exile.
Most Ukrainian political prisoners
receive the maximum possible sentence,
he said.
"But Ukraine is a great country with
many brave people." he said. Today the
Helsinki group is a large as it was when
it was founded - the group had 10
original
members; nine members
were imprisoned or exiled; and there
are still nine members of the group re–
maining, he explained.
"Correspondents do not understand
that the movement has reached the
stage where it is impossible to destroy
it." the general said.
The KGB. noted Gen. Grigorenko,
tries to create discord by calling the
various rights groups nationalists. "This
is a lie; my work in the Moscow group
did not prevent me from working in the
Ukrainian group," he said.
Gen. Grigorenko stressed that the
Kiev group does not limit itself to
defense of the rights of one nationality
within Ukraine. "We have received
numerous letters from Russians, Jews.
Crimean Tatars and others who have
appealed to the Ukrainian Helsinki
group for help, and our group is doing
everything possible to help everyone
who comes to us.
"Our group has raised the issue of free
emigration from Ukraine for all people
who desire to leave. We have spoken
about the right to freely practice one's
religion - be he Baptist, Jew, Uniate,
Orthodox Christian or Pentacostalist.
This is a principled position of the
Ukrainian democratic movement," he
said.
Statement by vins
in his statement Pastor Georgi vins
of the Reformed Christian Baptist
Church emphasized that the USSR "is
not and has not been fulfilling its
obligations, in particular, its commit–
ment to respect human rights and
freedom of conscience."and that, since
the June meeting between Jimmy Car–
ter and Leonid Brezhnev, the persecu–
tion of Christian Baptists in the USSR
has actually intensified.
The specific examples of repression
cited by Pastor vins occurred in June
and July of this year alone. Among the
Christian Baptists arrested during these
two m'.onihs',arc. Pastor Aleisahdr,
v

(Continued on paXe 13)
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The planted seed

Why young Ukrainians don't write
and other assorted topics
by Roman A. Juzeniw
it being very hot and humid, my mind
not functioning well at all. and having
written the definitive Ukrainian Year of
the Child article (July 22's "A Call for
Action"), 1 decided to take a couple of
weeks off from writing articles on
children.
if, however, writing is as much in
your blood as it is in mine, you'll
understand why 1 feel compelled to
hand in a weekly article. І have to write
in order to keep my sanity.
l've been sitting at my desk for several
days now, wondering what 1 should
write about this week. Oh sure, 1 have a
couple of Ukrainian children's stories
that 1 could write up, but that would be
the easy way out of the dilemma.
"Since my obsession is writing," І
thought to myself in a moment of
inspiration, "why not write about

The fourth issue of the "information Bulletin." brought out by the
Ukrainian Helsinki monitoring group, confirms editorially that despite the
KGB's repeated onslaughts on individual members of the group it continues
to function as a fact-gathering body in line with its self-assumed tasks within
the existing legal framework.
Moreover, the editorial article in the bulletin states unequivocally that the
resistance movement in Ukraine is no longer confined to scattered groups of
young intellectuals as was the case in the 1960's, but has "permeated the
consciousness of the society,"embracing all of its strata. The group itself is the
best testimony to that assertion: since its inception in the fall of 1976 its
composition has changed markedly as a result of arrests and incarceration of
its members. Six of the original members are behind bars and one is in the
United States, yet new men have joined the group in the realization that they,
too, may be arrested and tried. They themselves are the most pronounced
attestation of the irreversible course of the rights movement in Ukraine, for
"the seed has been planted and it will grow."
in defining the nature and the thrust of therightsmovement in Ukraine, the
Kiev group leaves no doubt that the most sacred of all human rights is the, - ^'KRWWnii?a'fell^H^gs"wetr,ould alf
right to national statehood and ae far as me окпиптеїп'тоіт. й і СийШіНЯ" think about in regard to Ukrainian
that right stands "above aha beyond all other political aspirations." As a
journalism.
matter of fact, the authors of the document make it clear that the national
aspect of the rights movement in Ukraine differentiates it from the Russian
"My son-in-law - the poor but happy
dissident movement. The Russians, they aptly point out, do not have to fight
journalist"
for the right to speak Russian anywhere in the USSR, while Ukrainians are
For years 1 thought that this is what
thrown behind bars for demanding the free exercize of that right in their
all fathers dreaded having to say about
own land.
their daughter's husbands. As the newly
The message of the new document is forceful and convincing, it is
married couple goes to Sunday Divine
incummbent upon us to bring it home with equal forcefulness to the attention
Liturgy, people will talk behind their
of the world public opinion and to the quarters that count.
backs and say: "He's a journalist.
What's the matter with him - сапЧ he
get a normal job?"
We all know that most Ukrainian
The simultaneous press conferences of the Moscow and U.S. Helsinki
fathers-in-law would prefer their sonsmonitoring groups and the release of a joint statement of principle by the two
in-law to be doctors, engineers, lawyers,
bodies indeed represent "a moment of triumph," as Robert L. Bernstein,
and the like ("like" as in being pros–
perous
and making a lot of money).
chairman of the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee, put it. For in this document
Well, 1 don't actually know that for a
- thefirstsuch issued jointly by citizens'groups in the United States and the
fact, but 1 have a notion that if a
USSR and bypassing routine diplomatic channels - the parties assumed
scientific study were undertaken, most
great responsibility in pledging to maintain contacts with each other and
Ukrainian parents would prefer their
Helsinki groups in other countries, exchange information, and assist people
sons-in-law to be engineers, lawyers or
throughout the world in their quest for human rights.
doctors.
The U.S. and Moscow groups expressly stated that their primary task is
Few students are studying film,
"bringing to light and publicizing all human rights violations no matter
dance, journalism, history or politics
whether they affect specific individuals or are more general in nature" and
because they have been taught by their
noted their firm determination to participate in the Helsinki review process.
parents that in order to be respectable
and successful they have to be in one of
Our hopes for the 1980 Madrid Conference on Security and Cooperation in
the
aforementioned professions.
Europe are greatly buoyed by this development of formal relations between
Think of how it would help the
Helsinki groups functioning on the territory of two world superpowers.
Ukrainian cause if we did have young
We feel that it is not unrealistic to expect that the Madrid Conference will
and ambitious Ukrainian writers and
achieve much more for human rights than did the Belgrade Conference which
journalists, if a book written by a young
chose, for the most part, to ignore the pressing issues at hand. And contacts
Ukrainian author were to find it's way
such as the one we witnessed in action on Tuesday will certainly play no small
о т о The New York Times Bestseller
role in this process. We feel the establishment of relations was an event of
lfist the Ukrainian cause would be
major ramifications, j
thrown into the spotlight of national
and international attention.
We've already made our mark in the
sciences. Now it's time for us to encour–
age young Ukrainians to enter the world
of politics, journalism, the arts.
The nev.s quiz covers the July 15 and July 22 editions of The Ukrainian
І Weekly. Answers will appear with the next quiz.
"Why don't Ukrainians write letters to
the editor?"
1. Where was the 30th annual rally of Ukrainians from the United States
and Canada held?
Just as Americans say that only two
І 2. Who is the prominent Ukrainian who recently became a member of
things in life are certain - death and
Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization?
taxes, so too can Ukrainians say that the
3. Who won the men's and senior men's tennis titles at Soyuzivka during
two certain things in life are that
the weekend of July 7-8?
Ukrainians shy away from owning their
4. Who sent a greeting to the New York Captive Nations Committee and
own businesses and Ukrainians never
participants of the New York Captive Nations Week observances?
write to newspapers.
5. Where was a Divine Liturgy celebrated as part of the New York City
Well, some actually do write, but very
Captive Nations Week observances?
few. When was the last time you remem–
6. What anniversary was to be observed at the Barnesville Ukrainian
ber seeing a letters-to-the editor page?
Festival in Lakewood Park?
The reason for their non-appearance is
7. Which Ukrainian opera premiered in Toronto recently?
that Ukrainian readers are reluctant to
8. When are Ukrainian Days in Rome?
write.
9. Which Ukrainian singer recently released his first Ukrainian record
in order to put out a good newspaper
album?
or magazine, the editor must know who
10. Who was elected chairman of the UNA Buffalo District Committee?
his readers are. how they think, what
Ambers to previous quiz: Yolodymyr lvasiuk: prime minister of the Ukrainian National
they want, what they worry about, how
Republic– in-exile; 14: Washington. DC: victor J. Wlaszyn and John Czerkas: July S at JFK
they live. A good editor needs input
international Airport in Nn– York: the Kievan Sophia Museum library: violinist Eugene"
from his readers.
Л
Gratovich and pianist Уігко Baler: Millville. N.J.: June 17.
''
-' b hear many people ridiculing the–

A moment of triumph
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Ukrainian press, but how many of these ,
"stone-throwers" can claim to have
written a letter to the editor and offered
a critical evaluation of the newspaper or
magazine?
A lot of "good" writing frequently
appears on the pages of many Ukrain–
ian periodicals. Rarely does someone
write to say: "1 thought that the story by
so-and-so was very interesting" or
"Your editorial was bad because..."
Sitting down for several minutes and
writing a letter to the editor may help
shape the newspaper into what you
would like it to be.
Why young Ukrainians dont write
for newspapers
it's simple. Just piclLupaeepveftu-t
^,яrr wriiWfanfiewspaper. in
most articles, the reportage is not about
the actual eyentjuit on who was present
taiiff"repTe'senfing which organization).
in a typical story. 10 lines are spent on
the five w's (who, what, when, where
and why - basic journalistic rules). The
next 25 lines are spent on who was
present and which of his six titles he was
using that day.
The reason for holding the event isn't
given, the audience's reactions aren't
reported and there are no attributable
quotes.
And if you should happen to omit just
one person's name - the furor over that
is unbelievable, with several people
calling you up and berating you for not
printing that person's name.
This rather typical example is not an
exaggeration - it's happened to me
several times already. This helps explain
why young Ukrainians don't write for
Ukrainian periodicals — who needs the
headaches?

ab4MM

Our community's loss of its sense of
humor
Face it, most Ukrainians have lost
their sense of humor. Sure, 1 know what
with inflation, a growing energy crisis,
etc. we don't have much to laugh about,
but that's not what l'm specifically
talking about.
Everyone's become a "velykyi pan"
and that means that you can no longer
joke about the person. Everything's
become sacred, if you make a slightfpke
about Ukrainian politics, for example,
it's said to be in poor taste. All of a
sudden, every aspect of our Ukrainian
community is out of bounds if you want
to make a joke or pun about it.
Have we become too self-important?
it's a dog's life
Now, to cheer you up a bit after that
sobering thought, an article written by a
good friend, George Bilyk:
"Many stories have been written
about famous Ukrainian people in the
United States. Little has been men–
tioned, however, about dogs of Ukrain–
ian descent. The most famous of these is
on the East Coast - Chemnyi of UNA
Branch 600 in Kerhonkson, N.Y. For
years Chemnyi has been kept on a leash
on the issue, but now, due to his
stardom, he has been more outspoken
about his Ukrainian origin, claiming
that other dogs should get off their hind
legs.
"On the West Coast, much specula–
tion has arisen surrounding the nation–
ality of Lassie. Some veterinarians
claim that Lassie is a Kievan collie and a
long-lost descendant of some impris–
oned Ukrainian-Siberian huskies.
When asked to comment on the debate,
hassie said the situation was 'rough.' "
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Eleven days with Yalerityn Moroz
by Dr. John O. Flis

Part i v І
in Part І to Pan ill of this series, we covered ihe
events occurring from the evening of April 27. 1979.
when Уаіепіуп Мого: was released, to Wednesday.
May 2, 1979. This part covers events occurring from
the morning of Thursday. May 3.1979. to the morning
of Tuesday, May 8. 1979. when Mr. Мого: ceased to
he under the care of the Ukrainian National
Association.
Thursday, May З, 1979
At about 11 a.m. that day. after breakfast. Mr.
Moroz and 1 went straight to a Fifth Avenue clothing
shop in order to pick up the two suits which were
purchased for Mr. Moroz by Mayor Edward 1. Koch
of New York. 1 hey had been perfectly altered for Mr.
Moroz. We walked out of the shop with Mr. Moroz
wearing one of the suits, if it was not for his short hair
you would conclude that he looked like any other
typical American. We then traveledto the other side of New York City,
to the Brooks Brothers clothing store in the World
Trade Center district. Brooks Brothers is one of the
better men's stores in New York City and we went
there at the invitation of UNA Supreme Advisor
Mykola Chomancz.uk who is employed there. When it
became known who the customer was. half a dozen
employees, including the manager and assistant
manager, were at hisdisposal. Mr. Chomanczukacted
as fitter and helped Mr. Moroz select three beautiful
suits and a raincoat. When Mr. Chomanczuk was
informed that we were short of time, measurements
were quickly made of Mr. Moroz's neck, chest, arms
and waist. Mr. Chomanczuk would fill the rest of the
order himself with the help of these measurements,
with shirts, ties, undergarments, stockings, etc. Mr.f
Chomanczuk was even so kind as to bring the entire
order the next day to the UN A offices. One of the suits,
we allagreed. should be worn by Mr. Moroz on his trip
to Harvard next Tuesday, since it made him look like a
Harvard scholar.
When Mr. Moroz. walked into our office a big gasp
was heard from the office staff in admiration of how
well Mr. Moroz looked in his new suit.
Mr. Moroz was ready for further interviews with the
media.To our propositions that he undergo a complete
medical examination, he replied. "Let us first strike the
iron while it is hot." Wolodymyr Sochan had already
set up interviews for the next few days. We had
excellent translators for any language desired: Zenon
Snylyk and Basil Tershakovec into English.
Lubomyr Dumanowskyj into Spanish and Eugene
Fedorenko into Russian. Finally Mr. Moroz
consented to an interview with the Ukrainian press.
We informed the UCCA of his decision and asked the
UCCA to arrange same. Even Svoboda editors were
heard complaining that they should have an
opportunity to interview Mr. Moroz. at long last.
After additional interviews. Mr. Moroz met with a
delegation from the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation
Council ("dviykari");'which included Mykola Lebed
and Roman Kupchirisky. While traveling to the office.
1 reminded Mr. Moroz that the Supreme Assembly of
the Ukrainian National Association was holding its

annual meetingg during the w
week beginning May 13,
1979. at Soyuzivka and that it would be appreciated if
Mr. Moroz would visit Soyuzivka at such time for a
week or two of rest, and at the same time greet the 26
members of the Sjupreme Assembly and 11 honorary
members, especially since this was the year of the
UNA's 85th anniversary.
Mr. Moroz. answered. "Certainly! How would it
look if 1 did not greet my hosts ("hospodari") and
thank them." І was very pleased with this and knew
that members of the Supreme Assembly would be
elated, for they were telephoning our home office
almost on a daily basis, asking for Mr. Moroz's state
of health and his itinerary.
1 had received the same promise from Mr. Moroz on
Tuesday. That afternoon we sent a telegram lo his
Beautitude Patriarch Josyf and telegrams to President
Jimmy Carter, to Dr. Zbignicw Brzezinski, Assistant
lo the President for Security Affairs, and to Cyrus R.
Уапсе. Secretary of State. Mr. Sochan dispatched all
of them, in addition we printed in Svoboda a request
that all of our members and all Ukrainians of
good will, send letters of appreciation to the same
United States officials and to all senators and
congressmen who played a role in the release of Mr.
Moroz. The UNA executives wrote similar letters that
day.
Friday, May 4, 1979
We arrived at the office at about 1 p.m.
Upon our arrival, we were greeted by the members
of the Assumption of the Blessed virgin Mary
Ukrainian Catholic Church Choir of Miami. Fla.. who
were visiting the UNA Headquarters while on the way
to St. George's Ukrainian Catholic Church in New
York City where they were to sing the Holy Liturgy
that coming Sunday. The group was accompanied by
Andrew Keybida from Maplewood. N.J. The choir,
which is under the1 direction of Ted Maksymovieh,
sang a number of songs for Mr. Moroz including the
grand "Mnohaya Ljta" and "Zasialo Sontse Zolote."
Mr. Moroz was impressecLwith the fact that most of
the choir members were second, third and fourth generation Ukrainian Americans and yet loved Ukrainian
culture, songs and dances. After speaking to them he
was photographed ! with the choir members. This
proved to be the climax of their trip north.
Among the interviews conducted that day was one
with the editors of Svoboda, and The Ukrainian
Weekly with Mr. Fedorenko, who was at that time
filling the role of the editor-in-charge of the editorial
board, playing a leading role.
We finally forced the issue and Ulana Diachuk
made an appointment for Mr. Moroz to undergo a
complete medical examination that evening. І drove
Mrs. Diachuk and Mr. Moroz to the doctor's office
and left them there. І drove to New York City in order
to be able to attend the "Panakhyda" for the late
Julian Revay. former premier of Carpatho-Ukraine. І
delivered a eulogy!on behalf of the UNA. Mr. Revay
had been a personal friend and advisor for many years.
After the "Panakhyda" 1 headed back to pick up Mr.
Moroz. 1 must admit that 1 was not at ease. 1 was
uncertain as to the results of the medical examination.
As 1 walked into the house. І searched the faces of
Mrs. Diachuk and Mr. Moroz himself for some
indication of the results of the medical examination.

There was no revealing indication on their faces, і then
asked. "Well?""He is in perfect health, except that his
blood pressure is a little low, which the doctor predicts
will go up after a little rest," said Mrs. Diachuk.
"Thank God!" l„said. "The Ukrainian doctors
would have crucified the Ukrainian National
Association for not arranging a medical examination
sooner if Mr. Moroz's health was not good." І
thought. The weight of uncertainty was lifted, t
We traveled home and spoke of the plans for the
next day. The original plan was for Mr. Moroz to meet
with Prof. Lev Dobriansky. president of the UCCA,
lvan Bazarko. administrative director of the
UCCA, and Dr. Walter Dushnyck. editor of The
Ukrainian Quarterly, at 9 a.m. At 10 a.m. Mr. Moroz
was to be picked up at the UCCA building by members
of thc"vyzvolnyi Front" organizations, with whom he
would remain until approximately 4 p.m. After that
he would be returned to my home.
Mr. Moroz changed the above plan and left no
room for discussion, except for a meeting, scheduled
earlier, with members of the UCCA governing organs.
We arrived home, made a number of telephone calls,
received other telephone calls and then went to sleep.
Saturday, May 5, 1979
Mr. Moroz stated to me on the way home Friday
evening that he would not meet with the gentlemen
from the UCCA at 9 a.m. Saturday, since he was
overly tired, and would sleep until about 11 a.m., after
which he would be picked up at my home by members
of the "vyzvolnyi Front" organizations and would
return to my home about 4 p.m.
І was at the UCCA office by 9 a.m. І explained to
Prof. Dobriansky. Mr. Bazarko and Dr. Dushnyck
the last minute change in plans and apologized to them
for the inconvenience it may have caused them. The
four of us then left for St. Mary's Ukrainian Catholic
Church where a Holy Liturgy was lo be said in
memory of the late Julian Revay. After the Liturgy the
four of us continued on to the Holy Spirit Ukrainian
Catholic Cemetery in Hamptonburgh, N.Y., where
Mr. Revay was laid to rest. All of us rode in my car so
that we had ample opportunity to discuss every aspect
of the Moroz matter. So that there would be no
mistake, 1 repeated for all to hear that at no time did
the UNA interfere with Mr. Moroz's desire to see or
speak to anyone, or to any organization. At the very
outset we had informed the UCCA that since it is our
central organization and since Mr. Moroz belongs to
the entire Ukrainian community, the UCCA should
plan his appearances and we would follow the UCCA's
directives.
To dispel the envy of some organizations toward the
UNA. І agreed that the forthcoming conference with
Ukrainian press representatives, scheduled for the
following Monday, would be held at the UCCA offices
and not at the UNA. 1 returned home at 4 p.m. having
left the funeral wake early so as to be home when Mr.
Moroz returns. My wife informed me that as soon as І
had left that morning. Mr. Moroz received a number
of telephone calls and, soon thereafter, a delegation,
including Slava Stetzko. arrived to take Mr. Moroz
along with them.
t
Mr. Moroz was returned to my home after 11 p.m.
just in time to catch the last part of "Shadows of
Forgotten Ancestors" on Channel 13. Mr. Moroz
staled that he first saw the movie back home.
We talked a little before going to sleep.
The entire leadership of the Ukrainian Liberation
Front Organizations were present at the day's
conference with Mr. Могол What was discussed is
unknown, except for matters which came to light
during the next two days.
Sunday, May 6, 1979

Photo hi Roman S. lloliat

valentvn Moroz speaks at the conference for Ukrainian press held at the l'.CC Aheadquarters in New York City.
From left are; the Rev. WolodymyrBazylevsky. Metropolitan Mstyslav Sltrypnyk. Mr. Moroz. Slava Stetzko.
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We slept late, ate lunch and soon were on the way to
a meeting with the representatives of the UCCA.
Present were approximately 60 members of the
UCCA presidium, executive committee and national
council.
Mr. Moroz spoke well. He was well received. One
discordant note was heard from Mr. Moroz. When
Mr. Bazarko was introducing other member organiza–
tions of the UCCA he stated. "Although up to now you
have been under control of the UNA"and he meant to
continue the sentence. Mr. Moroz interrupted Mr.
Bazarko and said, " ( h a t ' s what they think." І
dismissc , this remark at the time as an attempt at
humor on Mr. Moroz's part.
Mr. Moroz, had an appointment with Gen. PetW)
Grigorenko for that evening. At the. conclusion pf M^r.
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34 youths graduate
NEW YORK, NY. Com–
mencement exercises at St. George
Academy here were held on Sunday,
June 10. The Divine Liturgy was cele–
brated by the Rev. John Sembrat,
OSBM, faculty member of St. George
Academy, and the procession of 34
graduates to the school auditorium
followed. The Rev. Wolodymyr Gav–
lich, OSBM, pastor, awarded thediplo–
mas, and the very Rev. Patrick Pas–
chak, OSBM, delivered thecommence–
ment address.
Oleksander Furda, a freshman at St.
George Academy, then entertained the
graduates by playing his bandura and
singing two songs. The salutatory
address was delivered by Oleh Sysak,
and the valedictory address followed,
given by John Leshchuk. Sr. Thomas,
OSBM, acting principal of St. George
Academy, presided.
The following awards were presented
to the graduates: Si,000 for highest
scholastic average to John Leshchuk
from the Michael and Sabina Turansky
Scholarship Fund; S750 for the second
highest average to Oleh Sysak from the
Self-Reliance; Ukrainian Federal Cred–
it Union; 5500 for achievement in
Ukrainian to Sophia Zielyk from the
parents' committee of St. George Aca–
demy; 5500 for scholastic achievement
to Christine Sachko from the Ukrainian
National Association; S2S0 for scholas–
tic achievement to Oleh Ostrowsky
from the Self-Reliance Ukrainian Fed–
eral Credit Union; 5250 for achievement
in religion to both Askold Wynnykiw
and Natalie Wesolowsky from St.
George Academy's parents' committee;
5100 for scholastic achievement to Eva
Kopcza from the United Ukrainian
American Organizations of New York;
S100 for scholastic achievement to
Roman Szul from the Ukrainian Fra–
ternal Association; 5100 for improve–
ment in Ukrainian to Christina Salak
from the Ukrainian Naitonal Women's
League of America Branch 1; 525 for
effort and service to Danuta Pliszak
from the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America, Branch 104; 550
for sports achievement to Borys Kra–
marchuk from the Ukrainian Sports
Club; 525 bonds for achievement in
religion to Gerard Muench and to
Jaroslaw Piskor; for scholastic achieve–
ment to Helen Jaremko and to Helen
Rozij, and for improvement to Darka
Korczynski and to Martha Darmohraj,
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from St. George's Academy

all from Dr. Walter Baron, D.D.S.; sponsored by the National Science the computer science program, which
involves computer programming, pro"History of Ukraine" to members Olga Foundation.
Jurij Stecko, son of William and gram writing and using the computer
Bordun, Martha Darmohraj, Nestor
Mandzy, Roman Kaniuga, John Lesh– Eugenia Stecko, was accepted into the for problem solving and data analysis in
chuk, Oleh Ostrowsky, Helen Rozij, organic chemistry program in which chemistry and physics.
Only 100 students from all the boand Natalie Wesolowsky from the students work with nuclear magnetic
Providence Association of Ukrainian resonance, mass, infrared and ultra- roughs of New York and surrounding
areas were accepted into this highly
Catholics; 525 bond and trophies for violet spectroscopy.
Andrew Lopatynsky, son of Oleh and competitive program, to be held this
achievement in athletics to Borys Kra–
marchuk and to Roman Szul from the Oksana Lopatynsky, was accepted into year at York College in Jamaica.
Paul Pober Memorial Fund of St.
George Academy; service awards to
Jaroslaw Dolak. Bohdan ilkiwand ihor
Hkiw; an athletic award to Roman Szul;
and the governor's award to John
Leshchuk.
John Leshchuk, son of Harry and
Helene Leshchuk, has been accepted
into the Cooper Union, a tuition-free
engineering university located in New
York City. Mr. Leshchuk merited the
tuition-free education in engineering
through his high scores on the Scholas–
tic Aptitude Test (also known as the
college boards). He will begin his
studies at Cooper Union in September
of this year.
Mr. Leshchuk has also been very
active in many sports during the past
four years. He has been captain of the
basketball team, coach of the girls'
volleyball team, and an active jogger
and soccer player.
He also earned the honor of being
the class valedictorian at St. George
Academy commencement exercises on
Sunday, June 10, and received the top
monetary scholarship on that day.
Olga Bordun, daughter of Wasyi and
Lola Bordun, was recently accepted
into the School of visual Arts and
Design in New York City for the fall
term.
This highly competitive school was
Photo bjr Roman Hankewycz
mm . .
extremely difficult to gain entrance
into, but Miss Bordun, under the Mr. and Mrs. Adam Markowski opened the "5200,000 in 1979" Fund-Raising
direction of her art instructor, Frank Campaign of St. Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church in Baltimore, Md., by
Post, was able to produce a portfolio of presenting the first S 1,000 donation to the Rev. І van Domic, administrator of the
art pieces in a very short period of time. church. Abo shewn in the photo above is Alexander Markowski, the. grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Markowski.
Miss Bordun, studying only one year
BALT1MORE, Md. — The Rev. was begun in May in honor of the
of art under a special mini-grant award–
ivan
Domic,
administrator
of St. Blessed virgin Mary. The first 51,000
ed to St. George Academy, had to
overcome the stiff competition of Michael's Ukrainian Catholic Church donation was given by Mr. and Mrs.
hundreds of New York students who here, recently appointed Dr. D. Kostru– Adam Markowski. Contributions of
had attended four-year art schools in biak to head the "5200,000 in 1979" the same amount were given by Mr. and
order to be accepted by the School of Committee whose goal is to raise Mrs. Wolodymyr Sushko, Mr. and
5200,000 for the proposed new church, Mrs. Theopil Popwycz, Mr. and Mrs.
visual Arts and Design.
Wasyl Stasiuk, Mr. and Mrs. Taras
St. George Academy of New York rectory and social center.
Charchalis, Mr. and Mrs. John Boyko,
City announced that two of its juniors
St. Michael's parish plans to build the Mr. and Mrs. John Rad and Mr. and
were recently accepted into a special
summer program for advanced students rectory this year, and the social center in Mrs. Stephen Humeniuk.
the beginning of 1980. The church
Parishioners who donate 510,000 or
building, designed in traditional Ukrai– more to the fund will be listed as
nian style, will be constructed in the founders of the church, and those who
summer of 1980.
give 55,000 or more will be listed as
The parish fund-raising campaign benefactors of the church.

St. Michael's parishioners hope
to raise ф200,000 for new church

Onondaga County marks CN Week

Branch 242 members visit Soyuzivka

John H. Mulroy, county executive of Onondaga County, signed a proclamation
designating the week of July 15-21 as Captive Nations Week during a ceremony in
his office on July 12. Photo above shows the multi-ethnic group that attended the
ceremony. Left to right are Msgr. Basil Seredowych of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, lsdeven Babnigg, Karin Schneider, Mr. Mulroy, Yaroslava Duplak,
Alexander Gudziak, president of the Syracuse UCCA branch; Oksana Duplak,
Tiber Helcz and Barbara Petrauskas. Syracuse Mayor Lee Alexander issued a
similar proclamation.

The members of UNA Branch 242 in Frackville, Pa., took advantage of a beautiful
weekend and visited Soyuzivka on Saturday, July 14. The trip was organized by
Branch secretary Joseph Chaban. The employees of the UNA estate escorted the
Frackville UNA'ers on a tour around Soyuzivka. The Rev. Anthony Pawluk,
pastor of the Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church, celebrated a Liturgy for the
guests at their request. The group remained for the Saturdav evening program and
departed for ho^ sfter the dance. The photo above shows їй.
a front of the St.
v ' yrnyr Cha; at Soyuzhk i.
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Patriotism and Church keeps community together
The following article about the
Elmira Heights, N.Y., Ukrainiancom–
munity was written by Peg Gallagher, it
appeared in the Sunday, July 15. edition
of the Sunday Telegram, it was the last
of a three-part series on ethnic groups in
Elmira Heights.

it was organized in 189S, soon after
Ukrainian families began arriving in the
Heights, and was constructed for
Si2,000 on the hill at West 14th Street
and Parkwood Avenue.
As the neighborhood shifted more to
the east, in 1910 the large wooden
structure was braced with heavy timbers
it was a small group. Few noticed as and drawn by horse down the hill, step
they passed out pamphlets to persons by step, in a year-long effort that was
entering the Clemens Center last April delayed by lack of funds.
to see the Russian dance troupe.
Then came the drive to construct the
if the concert-goers looked at the present impressive brick, onion-domed
fliers, they may have been surprised church at 412-418 E. McCann's Blvd.,
that was dedicated on August 31, 1958.
and a bit puzzled.
Most of the newcomers came from
The protesters were members of the
Ukrainian community in Elmira the Austro-Hungarian empire, or the
Heights who believe someday Ukraine Galician area, which at one time includ–
will be free from Russia, as it was from ed Hungary, parts of Poland, Czecho–
January 22, 1918, to December 22, Slovakia and Austria.
1921
With the language difficulty, they
Many of the Ukrainian people in banded together under the ethnic um–
Elmira Heights are too young to re- brella centered at the church. Their
member that brief period of indepen– work, their church and their families
were their prime concern.
dence.
But about 1915, a split developed, it
But the January 22, 1918, date still
evokes a strong emotional response and apparently was based on what was to
become a perennial question: What is a
a sense of nationalism.
if freedom for Ukraine sounds far- Ukrainian?
The Rev. Stephen A. Chomko, pasfetched to some, it doesn't to the
Ukrainian community in Elmira tor of St. Nicholas, said his understanding is that "there were some who
Heights.
That sense of nationalism — and a were called 'Russki' over there and felt
bedrock religious tradition — are the they should continue calling themselves
keys to the character of the Slavic 'Russki,' while others felt, 'We are
immigrants who first made their way to Ukrainian...We are a special people,
Elmira Heights before the turn of the with our own language, our own cus–
toms..."
century.
Soon a small group broke away and
The migration of Ukrainians to
Elmira Heights started in the 1890s and in 1916 founded the Holy Trinity
Russian
Orthodox. Church at 140
continued steadily, as newcomers who
.f
fe
first settled in the northeastern area of Horseheads Blvd. yu
Today, about 100 families, most
Pennsylvania headed this way to find
living outside the immediate neighborwork in factories and foundries.
hood, worship at the Russian Orthodox
Smaller migrations took place just Church while several times that number
before World War 11 and immediately belong to the St. Nicholas Church.
after the war, when persons displaced
if there was any bitterness, it seems to
from Europe made their way toward a
have long since disappeared. And there
new life in the United States.
is still no clear definition of any ethnic
What is called the Ukrainian neigh– distinction, in some cases, one member
borhood is about an eight-block area of a family goes to the St. Nicholas
east of the old DLAW Railroad tracks Church, while another goes to the Rus–
between 14th Street and McCann's sian Orthodox Church.
Boulevard.
Kathleen Petrochko, 53, of 412 E.
The families living there now - Harrison St., a member of the Russian
about 50 — are third generation Ukrai– Church and a teacher in the Horseheads
nian Americans. Hundreds more - school system, puts it this way:
mostly members of St. Nicholas Ukrai–
"We are separate', but there is no
nian Catholic Church - have spread to animosity. Everyone is very friendly.
other areas.
Church-wise, we are not close, but
it was a typical ethnic community at neighbor-wise, there is absolutely no
the turn of the century.
division."
There was Tarbay's Grocery Store at
Yet, she refers to members of her
Horseheads Boulevard and East Eighth church as Slavic, rather than Ukrainian.
Street, where you could buy three
And Ukrainians in the community
licorice sticks for a penny.
sometimes refer to "Our friends, the
There was the Obuhanich Grocery Russians...," indicating some differ–
Store at Harrison Street and Horse- ence.
heads Boulevard and Kolanach's —
At the same time, they will explain,
which is still open - at Sheridan "We all come from the same place... We
Avenue and East Eighth Street.
speak the same language... We are all
There were huge gardens and wide alike..."
Many of the customs are similar in
stretches of fields where you would find
the two churches, such as the meatless
chickens and sometimes a cow.
There were picnics and parades, with Christmas Eve supper and the emphasis
children !dressed in their native Ukraini– on Easter as the important holy day.
And at one time, both churches were
an garb.
There was the delicious aroma of rye on the Julian calendar, celebrating
Christmas
on January 7.
bread that was "as good as homemade,"
Then, around 1940, St. Nicholas,
wafting from two nieghborhood bake–
which is of the Byzantine Rite, switched
ries.
And there were Saturday night to the Gregorian calendar, which is used
dances whenever they could gather by Roman Rite Catholics.
A few families who objected left the
together a few violinists and an accordi–
church, but the breach quickly healed
on player.
There was also the church, a gather– and the church remained a strong
ing spot for Sunday worship and a unifying force in the community.
John Dowzycky, 22, of ЗІ 1 Division
strong force in the development of the
St., who served a coordinator for
neighborhood.
Much of the history of the neighbor- several Ukrainian independence Day
hood is tied in with the St. Nicholas observances, said the church is "the
Church, whose development is a story center.,.the.core" in political, social and
in itself.
-, ,v ' -- і community activity.

And it is not uncommon for reference
to be made in church sermons to the
idea of freedom and independence for
the Ukraine.
Mr. Dowzycky, a recent graduate of
Catholic University who is presently
working at the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C., is considered a
leader in the local Ukrainian comrau–
nity.
He returned to the area to organize
the independence Day obsevance in
1978 and was largely responsible for the
establishment of a Ukrainian book
collection at the Elmira Heights branch
of the Steele Memorial Library.
Mr. Dowzycky feels such cultural
endeavors, which include presentations
of Ukrainian music, poetry reading and
choir singing, help "perpetuate the idea
of a free Ukrainia by keeping it alive in
the world community."
These events, many centered in the
church, also help maintain a close spirit
in the community. Yet it would be
difficult to match the ties that the early
immigrants felt.
Some of the oldtimers, like Mrs.
Hubert Ray of 204 Horseheads Blvd.,
like to reminisce about the early days.
Mrs. Ray, 78, the former Julia Tarbay, was the daughter of John Tarbay,
whose grocery store was one of the first
in the area.
Mr. Tarbay is remembered as "a good
man" who tried to help all of the
newcomers to the community.
William Kowiiich, 66, of 207 Horseheads Blvd., a retired mailman, remem–
bers Mr. Tarbay as the man people went
to when they needed help.
"Most of the people couldn't speak
American. But Mr. Tarbay was a little
bit educated and he'd take care of the
people. He'd help get passports for their
relatives and his daughters would help
with the paperwork," Mr. Kowiiich
said.
Mrs. Ray also remembers her father's
concern about helping others.
"He loved people. He wanted to help
the poor people from Ukraine when
they came over. Once he got them
settled, he'd get them a job at the
knitting mills or some plant," Mrs. Ray
said.
Mrs. Ray also remembers the grocery
store as being a gathering spot for the
community.
"My brother and 1 played the violin,
my two sisters played the piano and we
all harmonized. Our house was always
packed. And then my father bought a
player piano. That was something no
one had ever seen before so everyone
gathered in the store to hear it," she
said.
Later, herfatherconvertedpartofthe
store into a dance hall and wedding
receptions and social events were held
there.
"There was the Sekella Orchestra and
we had dances every Saturday. That
was during prohibition so there was no
drinking, except pop and horka vina,
which was a wine with two per cent
alcoholic content." Mrs. Ray said.
Then the store was sold to Harry
Riopko. who later converted it into a
restaurant, it is now operated by his
son, Harry (Tiny) Riopko Jr.
Lorctta Kolanach. who with her
husband, Nicholas, operates Kola–
nach's store at 146 Sheridan Ave., also
has warm memories of her childhood.
Her husband's father Michael, who
operated the store then, and John
Tarbay were among a group of men
who mortgaged their homes to raise
to Horseheads Boulevard and East Nth
Street.
"in the olds days, people raised
chickens and brought the eggs into the

stores to trade them for groceries," she
said.
Mrs. Kolanach also remembers the
Kuryla family on Horseheads Boule–
vard, with a cow in the backyard.
"We used to save the potato peels and
take them over to feed the cow," she
said.
The store still has some of the char–
acter of an old neighborhood grocery,
with a tin ceiling and boxes of jawbreakers on.the counter. But the store
will close next year when the Kolanachs
reach 62 and retire.
Walter Mowchan, 52, of 20ОД
McCauley Avc, sales manager for
Elmira Floral Products, has lived in the
neighborhood all his life and enjoys the
close ethnic ties.
As a child, he remembers the Homeway Bakery on Horseheads Boulevard,
run by Dan Pasielski, where they made
"good rye bread that nobody has
touched yet."
And there was Ewsuk's Bakery down
the street, also noted for its bread and
cookies.
The Mowchan family still observed
the old customs, such as the traditional
holy supper the night before Christmas
and the blessing of food by the priest at
Easter.
Walter Chorney, 67, of 317 Cleveland
St., also remembers his childhood with
pleasure.
He was one of the regulars at Tarbay's, who bought licorice, and occa–
sionally some peachy-scrap, a sweet,
tobacco-based twist that the kids would
buy in their clandestine moments.
The highlight of the week was Satur–
day night, when children and adults
would gather at the Ukrainian Ameri–
can Club, then called Federation Hall.
"We couldn't waft^ for weekends.
There were dances...Ukrainian songs.
Everyone would join Hi...if you played
an American song back then, they'd
probably shoot you..." Mr.. Chorney
recalled.
Then, at a certain hour, the children
would be sent home.
"When they told you to go, you went.
Period. You might try to sneak around
for a while, but you wanted to be home
by the time they got there. І know mv
daddy had a razor strap about th-a-at
wide," Mr. Chorney said.
Mrs. John Hryskanich of 138
McCauley Ave., one of the older mem–
bers of the community at 80, has a vivid
memory of the period when she arrived
at the age of 16. The people had few
material things, but they had a good
time.
"When 1 come from old country, we
have no hall. We dance in people's
houses...like my brother's house. They
have no carpets, no furniture but they
get violin, accordion, they happy," she
said.
A smiling, happy woman who still
cares for her own home and manages a
large garden, she sums up her life this
way:
"1 get married...! have children, big
garden...and 1 just work to take care of
my family."
But it goes far beyond that.
Every Friday, she goes to the church
to work with the respected group of
women called the pyrohy gang.
For the past 23 years, the group of
church women has gathered at the
church hall to make the age-old Slavicdelicacy that is served for lunch and sold
for take-out, except during the summer.
When it started, the pastor was I!K
Rev. Waldimir B. Dowhovich, who
served from 1936 until his retirement in
1959. Plans for building a new church
were underway, and several women
(Continued on page 16)
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Festival is set for Philadelphia's Robin Hood Dell
PHILADELPHIA. Pa. - Prepa–,
rations for the fourth annual Ukrainian
Festival of music, songs and dances to.
be held August 17. at 8 p.m. at the;
Robin Hood Dell-East in Phiiadel–
phia's Fermont Park are completed.'
The Philadelphia Branch of the
UCCA. headed by Prof. Peter G.
Stercho, has engaged some of the best
available Ukrainian artists and groups
to ensure the highest quality of pcr–
formance. The festival is dedicated to
one of the greatest living Ukrainian
composers. Dr. Stanyslav Liudkevych.
in honor of his 100th birthday. This
outstanding annual event of the Uk–
rainian community is co-sponsored by
Philadelphia's Department of Recreation.
i'hiladclphians are eagerly waiting to
hear the best known Philadelphia-born
Ukrainian pianist. Lydia Artymiw.
currently artist-in-residence at Harvard
University. She is the top prize winner
in several national and international
piano competitions, including the
Chopin Competition in 1972 and 1976
Levcntritt. both in New York, and the
1978 Leeds international Piano Cornpetition in England. Her European
debut in 1975 was marked by appear–
ances in Rome and Milan, ans she has
twice toured West Germany in 1977 and
1978. She has recorded solo produc–
tions for the BBC in London and
recently appeared with the BBC North–
ern Symphony on television.
Miss Artymiw began piano lessons at
the Ukrainian Music institute in
Philadelphia when she was 4, then
appeared at age 8 with the Philadelphia
Orchestra while studying at Curtis
institute of Music. Upon graduation
from the Philadelphia College of the
Performing Arts. Miss Artymiw per–
formed as soloist with virtually all best
known symphony orchestras through–.
out the United States.
Marta Kokolska-Musijtschuk and
William Melnychyn will appear as
solo vocalists and in a duet. Their
repertoire will include several works of
Liudkevych. Prof. Bohdan Perfecky,
Halya Mazurok-Reh and Andriana
Melnychyn will provide piano accom–
paniment.
The Prometheus Ukrainian Male
Chorus of Philadelphia, directed 6y
Michael Dlaboha with Halya MazurokReh at the piano, has been in outstanding torm. in its 25th year of
existence, the chorus numbers over 60
male singers with many fresh and young
voices among them. Prometheus is in

The Prometheus choir
the process of preparations for its tour
throughout Europe this fall, and it will
appear at the festival with a new re–
pertoire. Music of Liudkevych will be
properly stressed.
The Marunczak Ukrainian Dance
Ensemble of Montreal, managed and
choreographed by Peter Marunczak, is
remembered in Philadelphia for its
smashing success in the past. Although
the Marunczak ensemble holds ama–
teur status, its performances are profes–
sional because Mr. Marunczak has been
professionally trained by the best dance
teachers in Canada. His training started
at age 4 and he still trains regularly.
Presently, he teaches some 300 Ukrain–
ian folk dancers of various ages.
The diversity of the festival program
should be enjoyed by all present, it will

once again present to the general public hopes for good weather and a mass
examples of the highest creativity of the j turnout by the Ukrainians from Phila–
Ukrainian people. The committee delphia and neighboring areas.

LA. Ukrainians hold annual festival
LOS ANGELES. Calif. - The an–
nual Ukrainian Festival here wasspon–
sored by the Ukrainian Culture Center
Saturday and Sunday, July 14 and 15.
A dance was held Saturday night,
July 14, featuring the music of the
Group-5 Orchestra of Winnipeg, Man.
On Sunday, the Festival featured the
performance of three dance groups,
including the "Horlytsia" Dancers of
Winnipeg, the Spirit of Ukraine Dan–

cers of Glendale. Calif., and the "Yavir"
Ukrainian Kozaks of Los Angeles.
Other leading performances were
given by the "Kobzar" Choir of Los
Angeles, under the direction of volody–
myr Bozyk, and a solo performance of
bandura music by v. Kytasty.
The Festival also included exhibits of
arts and crafts. Ukrainian, foods and
general entertainment. Both the dance
and festival were held at the hall of the
Ukrainian Culture Center.

24 youths attend Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON. NY. - Twentyfour youths are currently attending the
26th annual Ukrainian Cultural
Courses at Soyuzivka. the Ukrainian
National Association estate, here.
This year's courses are being directed
by .Dr. Myron B. Kuropas. UNA Su–
preme vice President, in addition to his
duties as director. Dr. Kuropas is
lecturing on Ukrainian history, the
history of Ukrainian settlement in the
United States and the development of
Russian imperialism.
The staff of the courses is composed
of Michael Wawryshyn. who teaches
political geography, the history of
Ukrainian settlement in Canada and the
history of the Ukrainian dissident
movement; George Duravet^
Uk–
rainian language and literature: Helen
Wawryshyn - Ukrainian folk dances:

preparing a concert which will be given
by the students at the conclusion of the
Cultural Courses in honor of volo–
dymyr lvasiuk.the Ukrainian composer
recently found murdered in the vicinity
of Lviv.
Participants of the courses will also
view films, listen to recordings of
h-isiuk:, music, xisit historic sites in
New York state and perform in artistic
programs at Soyuzivka. They arc also
slated to tour the Main Office of the
Ukrainian National Association and
Svoboda in Jersey City.

The opening ceremony of the courses
was held on Monday July 23. in the
presence of UNA Supreme President
Dr. John O. His. Soyuzivka manager
Walter Kwas. the course staff, parents
Students at the 26th annual Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka with their
and guests.
r
instruetdrs and guests. Seated in the first row art: (from left) Soyuzivka manager -,i csia. K4 .nri44vKHrti44r: ШіШi^Ktf . Thc,coufses whTdbrtclude on Satur–
vv^ller Kwas,'Mkhiatf Wiwryshyri, Lesia Kuropas, Dr. Myren Kuropas, UNA broidery, decorating pysanky.
day'. August'rh wittt'a final exam arid-a
Mrs." Kuropav hraisti ffKtbarge of student concert.
Supreme President Dr. JWiii Ю. FH4 Helen Wawryshyn and Geargeraweveiz.
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Gets dental degree

Dr. James Kozlow

POLAND. Ohio. - Dr. James N.
Kozlow. is the latest Ukrainian Ameri–
can dentist in the Youngstown u u .
He is the son of Nicholas and Helen
(Marunchak) Kozlow. residing in Po–
land, Ohio, and they are members of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church of St. Anne
at Austintown, Ohio.
Dr. Kozlow was an honor's graduate
of Struthers High School. He earned his
B. A. degree at Wooster College in three
years, and his doctorate in dental
surgery at Case Western Reserve Uni–
versity 1977. He served a one-year resi–
dency in dentistry at St. Elizabeth
Medical Center, Youngstown, Ohio.
Dr. Kozlow was an altar boy for a
number of years at the Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Youngstown, where he was baptized and
received first holy communion.
He is a member of the American
Student Dental Association, the Ameri–
can Society of Dentistry for Children.
He is also a member of the Beta Kappa
Phi, Delta Sigma Delta dental frater–
nity.
Dr. Kozlow practices family dentistry
at 207 S. Main St., Poland. Ohio.

-
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Archbishop Mark
cited by NJ. daily

W A T E R V L ! E T , N.Y. - WasylTer–
lecky Jr., son of Wasyl and Kateryna
Terlecky Sr. of Watervliet, N.Y.,gradu–
NEWARK, N J . Archbishop
ated June 3 from the Philadelphia
Mark. 84, of St. Demetrius Ukrainian
College of Osteopathic Medicine where
Orthodox
Church
in
Carteret,
N.J., was
he received his doctor of osteopathy
cited as Jerseyan of the Week by The
degree.
Sunday Star-Ledger on July 29.
Dr. Terlecky is a long-time memThe archbishop was honored on
be; UNA Branch 13 and St. Nicholas
Saturday, July 28, on the occasion of
Ukrainian Catholic Church here. He
the 60th anniversary of his priesthood.
was an active member of the Ukrainian
The event included a special church
Youth Organization and the "verkho–
service
and a banquet sponsored by
vyna" dance group.
parishioners of St. Demetrius and the
He attended the State University
Metropolitan Council of the Ukrainian
of New York at Albany and received his
Orthodox Church.
bachelor of science degree in 1974.
He has been pastor of St. Demetrius
During his summer vacations he
for 47 years.
worked at Soyuzivka.
A Star-Ledger profile of Archbishop
Dr. Terlecky served as Student Coun–
Mark, written by Charles Q. Finely,
cil member and first vice president of
cited the clergyman as a servant of the
the student body while at the Philadel–
people and leader of the Ukrainian
Dr. Wasyl Terlecky Jr.
phia College of Osteopathic Medicine
community.
in 1975 and 1976.
residing in Dayton, Ohio, where he will
A profile of the archbishop had
Dr. Terlecky is married to the former commence his internship and residency previously appeared in The News
Tribune of Carteret.
Elizabeth Ann Steele and they will be in medicine.

74 sTuqemrroktr^^Wr^i^ic.^^
regents exams in New York
NEW YORK, N.Y. - This June, as
in the past few years, the state-approved
comprehensive examinations in Ukrai–
nian were administered to students in
five New York State high schools:
Christian Brothers Academy in Syra–
cuse (teacher: Dr. Myron Kotch),
Guilderland Central High School near
Albany (responsible person: Michael
Heretz), Penfield High School near
Rochester (teacher: Nadia Tratchfc
Riverside High School in Buffalo
(teacher: Bohdan Bejgerj, and St.
George Academy in New York. City
(teacher: Dr. Zirka Derlycia).
A total of 74 students took this year's
exam. All successfully passed, and a
great number with very high marks.
These students have been attending
schools of Ukrainian subjects in the
above cities and also in the cities of
Utica and Yonkers. The credit thus
earned can be applied toward their

Youth wins
state honor

Regents High School Diploma, with the
exception of the Buffalo school, where
only local credit is given.
The preparation of these exams has
been the task of a committee of the
UCCA Educational Council. The com–
mittee includes the five teachers men–
tioned above plus some volunteers and
is chaired by a parent, Michael Heretz
of Albany, who started this project at
Guilderland High School. Eventually
the project spread to other schools.
Each year a new set of examinations
is prepared and submitted to the State
Education Department for their ap–
proval. Those interested in working on
this project may contact Mr. Heretz, at
16 venezio Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12203.
The UCCA Educational Council
noted that the opportunity to earn regents credit for the Ukrainian language
will serve as an incentive for students to
continue studies of their Ukrainian
heritage as well as an incentive for
parents to register their children at the
schools of Ukrainian subjects.

Woodcarvings by Gbur
to be displayed at
Cleveland museum

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
- Six-year-old John David
Luciw, son of Yaroslaw and
Joan nee Karbowsky, has
won the title of Master
Pennsylvania in the statewide annual contest Sunday, June 24, and was com–
petingall of last week for the
title of Master Hemisphere
in the national contest held
in Cherry Hill. N.J.

Hanusey unveils
new high school
PHILADELPHIA, pa. - Dr. Ri–
chard D. Hanusey unveiled a new
engineering and science high school in
Philadelphia which will feature an
accelerated curriculum in the two
subjects and will enable students to
complete their high school work by the
end of their junior years.
Dr. Hanusey, associate superinten–
dent for field operations, said that there
has been a great deal of interest in the
new school.
"it is hoped that a majority of the
students will use their training at the
High School of Engineering and Sci–
ence to obtain a bachelor's degree," said
Dr. Hanusey. "Other options, such as
attending an associate arts degree
technical institution or serving internships as employees with cooperating
industrial and business firms will be
available to the students."

Ukrainian Museum
receives funding
NEW YORK. N.Y. - The New York
State Council of the Arts Museum Side
Panel has awarded the Ukrainian Mu–
seum S7.000 for the cataloguing and
conservation of the museum's vast
collection of "rushnyky" (ritual cloths)
for the 1979-80 budget year.

CLEVELAND, Ohio. - wood–
carvings of Jack Gbur are featured in
the Arcade gallery of the Greater
Cleveland Ethnographic Museum. A
This grant will enable The Ukrainian
native of Brecksville who started whit–
tling on his family farm, Mr. Gbur Museum to catologuc and restore its
expresses his Ukrainian heritage in his "rushnyky" in preparation for the
"rushnyky" exhibit in the fall of 1980.
woodcarvings.
Ґ^^У

The winner will receive a
S2.500 savings bond, a new
car and other gifts. Repre–
sentatives of all 50 states
were to take part in the
contest.
in addition to attending
school and learning the
Ukrainian language. John is
adept at swimming and
studies violin. He has been
engaged for television com–
mercials by several New
York firms.
John and his parents are
members of UNA Branch
153.
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John D. Luciw. -.,

Themes seen in his work include the
wheat harvest. Hutsul musicians ^,and
churches. His sculptures range (rom
free-standing sculpture to two-dimen–
sional plaques.
Mr. Gbur is also known for repre–
senting his native Brecksville in sculp–
ture and drawings. Two of these pieces
are on exhibit. A background of Ukrai–
nian textiles loaned by Jennie Bochar
sets off this exhibit.
A special lunchtime demonstration
by Mr. Gbur is scheduled for August 23
from noon to 1 p.m.. This is free and
open to the public.
The exhibit will run through August
31 -in the Arcade gallery of the Ethno–
graphic Museum. 137 the Arcade.
Hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.' л-л. ^ ^ л . ^ . - . .

The museum's workshops, children's
and educational programs will be
reviewed for financial support by the
New York State Council on the Arts
Special Programs Panel this October.
in acknowledging these gifts, mu–
seum director Maria Shust. noted that
"this support enables us to continue
offering high-caliber educational programs to a diverse audience."
The Ukrainian Museum has also
been awarded a 5500 sponsorship by
Consolidated Fdison Company of New
York, which will be used toward the
museum's 1979-80 program and exhibit
costs.
Responsible foraajuiring-lhcse funds
is Natalia Chytra-Rybak assisted by Dr.
Zofia SywaJfc. . p r-jiftAm;!H vavu^nf
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UCCA Washington news
' On June 12 the Congressional
reprint, "The Stalking Bear and the
Mute Eagle," was published by the U.S.
Government Printing Office for domestic and international distribution. The
reprint was prepared by the UCCA
president and sponsored by Rep. Daniel
J. Flood of Pennsylvania, it highlights
the 20th anniversary of Captive Nations
Week, July 15-21. Five thousand
copies are sent to the executive and
legislative branches of government, all
of the media, heads of states and many
other spheres of society.
' Extensive preparations have been
undertaken for Captive Nations Week.
The UCCA president has approached
the chaplains
in Congress and
invited dignitaries for the occasion.
Through the UN1S and the NCNC
events are being planned in. Congress.
The executive secretary of the NCNC,
vera A. Dowhan, has revised the
NCNC Captive Nations brochure. At
the initiative of the UCCA president
plans were made for valentyn Morozto
testify before the U.S. Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe.
The honoring of Mr. Morozand Dr. Ku
Cheng-Kang of Free China-as-iK-ii–
Sens. McCluic and Zorinsky, has been
arranged for.

' On June 12, Sen. Barry Gold water
of Arizona introduced into the Con–
gressional Record his statement on
"Soviet Genocide in Ukraine." The
statement deals with the destruction of
the Ukrainian Orthodox and Catholic
Churches in Ukraine. This was the
result of a project initiated by the
UCCA president and executed by the
very Rev. Walter Paska. in a letter of
June 13 to the UCCA president, the
senator stated "The proposed resolu–
tion (for the resurrection of the two
Churches) has gained increased support
in the 96th Congress." The resolution
will be advanced this fall.
' On June 19, the UCCA president
was interviewed by reporters of The
Spotlight on the 20th Captive Nations
Week. The publication has over .5
million readers.
' in response to the request of the
UCCA president last March, President
Carter proclaimed the 20th. Captive
Nations Week on June 22.
4
On June 22. the UCCA president,
sent a message to Pope John Paul 11,
lauding him on his Poland trip, it
pointed to the Ukrainian Chnrrhoc
S—t-.tu.ю nrvtfflgressТгПВПірї of
his courageous remarks during the
historic trip.
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Social security notes
Q. How old do you. have to be to get retirement checks?
A. Workers may retire at age 65, or at 62 with reduced benefits.
Q. How much money can you earn without affecting your social security bene–
fits?
A. it depends on how old you are. in 1979, at age 65 or older yqu can earn
54,500 without affecting your social security benefits; under age 65, the limit is
53,480; at age 72, the earnings limit does not apply. Once you earn over the limit
the check is generally reduced Si for very 52 in excess earnings.
Q. My 27-year-old son, who lives with us, has never been able to work steadily
because of epilepsy, is he eligible for either social security or SSl benefits?
A. Your son may be eligible for either or both benefits. Call any social security
office for more information.
Q. І received about Si, 000 in income tax refund this year, mil this affect my
social security checks?
A. No. Tax refunds do not count as earnings.
Q. My friend told me that Іcould apply for benefitsfor my dead husband who
died 4 months after an automobile accident. І didn 't believe it. is is true?
A. in your case, probably not, since your husband apparently was not disabled
for the entire five-month waiting period. But it is true that an application for dis–
ability benefits can be filed after the death of a disabled worker, if the claim is
approved, back payments may be made for some months preceding the death of
the worker. The application must be filed within 90 days after the worker's death.
Q. if my father's checks stop because he is making too much money, will that
affect my check as a student? What if І make too much money?
A. Yes, your father's excess earnings could affect your benefits, but your excess earnings would only affect your benefits, not his.
Q. i'm 16 and myfatherdiedj-ecently. Сан І щеі social security benefits as his
„stmZ-Mtm tmmvm-t tired together since 1 was born. Can 1 still get social security
benefits?
A. if you can prove the relationship, then you could probably qualify for
benefits. The social security office can tell you what proof you need.

Eleven days with valentyn Moroz
(Continued from page 7)

Moroz's conference, 1 was informed that Mrs. Stetzko
had invited Mr. Moroz to a "Sviachene" of the
"vyzvolnyi Front" home, which was being tendered by
the SUM-A.
І was told that 1 could pick up Mr. Moroz at the
"Sviachene" in an hour. 1 arrived at the "vyzvolnyi
Front" building as scheduled and was ready to take
Mr. Moroz to Gen. Grigorenko's home. Mr. Moroz
was just walking into the hall.
Mr. Moroz was seated at the main table, next to
Mrs. Stetzko. І was also seated at the main table, it
was elating to watch members of SUM-A, children
and teenage girls, dressed in Ukrainian costumes, pay
homage to Mr. Moroz by presenting him flowers and
small gifts, singing and performing Ukrainian Easter
"hahilky."
Seeing that we were late. І asked Dr. Askold
Lozynskyj. UNA Supreme Advisor, to help me get
Mr. Moroz to his next destination. He helped. As we
walked out, all rose in personal tribute to Mr. Moroz.
Mr. Moroz and 1 went to Gen. Grigorenko's home
where a private conference was held between the two.
Wefinallygot home about 11:30 p.m. After making
a number of telephone calls, and consuming a snack,
Mr. Moroz went to sleep.
My wife and 1 made it a point to leave Mr. Moroz
alone while he was making his evening or morning
telephone calls.
Monday, May 7, 1979
This, dear reader, is the 1 lthday of the period about
which this report is being written. The ljth — and
last - day.
There was nothing unusual about the morning. 1
was getting to like oatmeal more and more.
We arrived at the UNA offices at about 1 p.m. On
the way to the office. Mr. Moroz stated to me that he
must have Borys Potapenko as a full-time personal
secretary. There was no comment to my offer of one of
our editors for this position. The handwriting on the
wall was beginning to appear.
When we arrived at the UNA offices. Mr. Sochan
greeted Mr. Moroz as did all of our officers,and when
we entered Mr. Sochan's office, a pack of letters which
had come to the UNA addressed to Mr. Moroz were
handed to him, as was the practice ever since Mr.
Moroz came under our jurisdication. Mr. Moroz then
announced in the presence of myself and Mr. Sochan
that all future correspondence must be forwarded to
the UCCA inasmuch as he will be working under the
auspices of the UCCA from now on. Mr. Sochan
looked at me. І shrugged my shoulders.
Messrs. Sochan– and Wasyl Orichowsky lookMr. Moroz to the Ukrainian pjess---confereefce–':

І stayed at the office in order to take care of some
in accordance with the wishes of Mr. Moroz. Mr.
urgent matters. Upon their departure. І immediately Sochan forwarded to Mr. Potapenko. Mr. Moroz's
telephoned the UCCA and asked Mr. Bazarko secretary, through UCCA channels, all telephone
what he knew about Mr. Moroz transferring all numbers and other pertinent information relating to
of his activities under the jurisdiction of the UCCA. all journalists with whom he was in the process of
"Nothing." he said. "This is the first 1 hear of it. arranging future interviews, except for the final
The UCCA is totally unprepared for such? a– move. arrangements for the presentation of an honorary
We do not have the required personnel nor the doctor s degree to Mr. Moroz by Jersey City State
facilities to handle Mr. Moroz's affairs," he continued. College.
"We cannot let this happen. This would disrupt the
All correspondence addressed to Mr. Moroz was
delicate balance which we have created in our transmitted by Mr. Sochan to the UCCA with utmost
Ukrainian community."
diligence.
What happened that evening is past history. As І
came to the UCCA office to pick up Mr. Moroz. І was
informed that Mr. Moroz had announced that
henceforth he would work under the jurisdiction of Dear Members of the Ukrainian National Association:
the UCCA and that his personal secretary would be
Now you have the complete story of how it came
Mr. Potapenko who was asked to rise so that all about that after 11 days Mr. Moroz voluntarily left the
present at the press conference would know whom to jurisdiction of the UNA. There were never harsh
deal with henceforth in all matters pertaining to Mr. words between Mr. Morozand any of our executives.
Moroz.
editors or employees. Do not believe the rumors which
1 could not end the story without mentioning certain circulated after the seventh day of May 1979 that the
events that occurred on Tuesday, May 8, 1979. That Ukrainian National Association unilaterally and
mor,ning 1 drove Mr. Moroz to LaGuardia Airport, unjustifiably disclaimed its responsibilities toward
where he was to meet Prof. Omeljan Pritsak, who M r. M oroz, which it had assumed one day in February
would escort him to Harvard University in Cam- of 1979. Mr. Moroz chose his own course. As it turned
bridge, Mass.
out, the UCCA never took Mr. Moroz under its
We made Mr. Moroz dress in that extra "nice jurisdiction. The pretense was and is self-evident. No
'professorial' suit," and 1 gave him two of my bow ties one believed, nor does anyone now believe that Mr.
that went with all of his suits. This prompted our office Moroz was ever under the jurisdiction of the UCCA.
staff to quip that although "Pan Holova" never made^ But the fairy tale continued for some time.
it to Harvard, his bow tie did.
Yes, we were all saddened because Mr. Moroz left
Mr. Moroz was met at the airport by Prof, the UNA. if all concerned had considered the benefits
Pritsak, Dr. Adrian Slywotzky and Mr. Potapenko. to Mr. Moroz to be derived from his association with
The UNA sent editors Zenon Snylyk and lhor the Ukrainian National Association, a neutral ground,
Dlaboha who were to act as personal bodyguards and they would have left him alone and in our care, it is sad
for the purpose of reporting on the entire proceedings to confirm that Mr. Moroz's interest was not
at Harvard, as was agreed the previous day.
uppermost in the minds of those who convinced him to
On the way to the airport, 1 reminded Mr: Moroz of transfer elsewhere.
his promises to greet the UNA Supreme Assembly at
The UNA's sadness soon dimmed in the realization
Soyuzivka during the week of May ІЗ, 1979, at which that before all of us stand greater tasks than tocry over
time 1 repeated our offer of rest for a couple of weeks. one dissident now in freedom. Our real job and
Mr. Moroz answered that he will not be able to do so obligation is to continue the fight for the freedom of
inasmuch as he is in dire need of a rest and he hoped to Ukraine and of all Ukrainian dissidents, and after ihey
rest some place other than Soyuzivka, since Soyuzivka gain their freedom, to help them and aid them in every
is always overcrowded. І tried to convince him need of theirs. This has been the task of the Ukrainian
otherwise, but was unsuccessful.
National Association for the past 85 years. We have
We parted at the airport in the most friendly been helping the needy Ukrainians long before any
manner. І even convinced Mr. Moroz to take along a other Ukrainian organization turned its thoughts to
bag of candies, just in case his sweet tooth becomes humanitarian needs.
demanding. We both laughed.
The UN A is awaiting the release of other dissidents
Upon my arrival at the UNA office. І immediately and we expect many. Whether they are released in our
telephoned the State Department and informed them care or not. the UNA is ready to help them in every
of Mr. Moroz's transfer to the UCCA. An announce– way possible. We are certain that our membership will
mem of-same was also prepared, for the general,public,: supflpjrt,;us. morally and financially, if need" be. in this
whicK'Wa^ri be included in the^Svoboda issue of May Jiuinaiulaxian^andJratee
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formed Christian Baptists of unregis–
tered churches in the Moscow oblast are
expecting mass expulsion and forced
resettlement to remote regions of the
country before the opening of the
Olympics im Moscow. Officials have
told Christian Baptists in the town of
Dcdovka that they would all be evicted
from the oblast before the games begin,
he said.

U.S. and Moscow..

Pastor Georgi vins (left) and Jeri Laber, executive director of the U.S. Helsinki
Watch Committee, listen to statements by representatives of Helsinki groups.
Nikitka and Nikolai Popov of Riazan,
Russian SFSR. Nobrienkoand Aleksei
Dzhurik of Donetske, Ukraine, and
Pastor lvan Yakovlevych Antonov of
Kirovohrad, Ukraine.
Pastor vins also reported that prayer
meetings of Christian Baptists in Khar–
kiv, Ukraine, were dispersed by the
militia and 20 to 30 believers at a time
were arrested and sentenced to 15 days
of imprisonment. When other believers
came to the militia station to visit the
prisoners, they, too, were detained and
sentenced to 15-day terms.
ДЖДСЖ
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in Kishinev, Moldavia, said the
Baptist leader, the prayer house of
Baptists was demolished for the fifth
time on July 13.
On July 19 near the town of Homel,
Byelorussia, the local militia harassed a
group of 29 Christian Baptist children
who were camping on a river bank in
tents. The militia surrounded the group,
according to the pastor, and kept the
children under arrest for some 24 hours.
Preparations by the Soviet authori–
ties for the Olympic Games have al–
ready begun, said Pastor Yins. Re–

З”ЯЧ

X X X ,

1979 Tennis Tournaments at Soyuzivka І
The tennis committee of the Association of Ukrainian Sports Clubs
in North America (USCAK). headed by Roman Rakotchyj. Sr., met at
Soyuzivka Saturday. April 7. and, after consulting with the estate's
manager Walter Kwas. set the following dales for the 1979 tour–
naments:
' August 4-5
Doubles, men's, women's, and mixed pairs
" August 31-September 3 — USCAK Nationals in all age groups,
Advance registration by August 22
' September 15-16 - UNA invitational, 16 men, 8 senior men
' October 6-7 - KLK Club tournament
и а д д я у и я ж и ж ж я д ж к я ж д и
ж-ж-

was begun. Several Crimean Tatar
rights activists hung themselves in
protest of the pogroms, she reported.
The Crimean Tatar rights activist
appealed to all participants of the press
conference and all honest people "to
protect my nation from physical dc–
struction." Just as Hitler exterminated
the Jews, today the Soviet regime is
exterminating the Crimean Tatars;
"who knows who will be next," she
stated.
R e m a r k s by S e i t m u r a t o v a
Also present at the press conference
The fate of the Crimean Tatar nation were several other former Soviet dissi–
was described by Aishe Seitmuratova, a dents: valcry Chalidze, Aleksandr
Crimean Tatar rights activist who Yescnin-volpin, Yuriy Mniukhand
recently arrived in the United States. victor Borovsky.
She noted that the Crimean Tatars, a
Among the members of the U.S.
distinct nation, have been fighting for Helsinki Watch Committee in attcn–
their rights since well before the signing dancc were Orvillc H. Schell, vice
of the Helsinki Accords and the cs– chairman; Jeri Laber, executive dircc–
tablishment of Helsinki monitoring tor; Adrian DeWind and Marvin E.
groups, and described how in 1944 the f-'rankel.
Soviets forcibly deported her people
from their homeland in Crimea in
sealed cattle cars. When they had
FARLEY M O N U M E N T S
reached Kazakhstan in Central Asia the
"NOW SERVING"
У
cars were opened to dispose of the
T H E HOLY SP1R1T
corpses, she said.
During an 18-month period in 1944
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
and 1945, she noted, 46.2 percent of the
CEMETERY
Crimean Tatar nation was cxtermi–
for information and Appointment
nated — among them were 45,000
JOHN R. FARLEY
children under the age of 16.
CAMPBELL HALL, N.Y. 10916
During the past winter a new scries of fi CA
Telephone: (914) 294-5381
pogroms aimed at those Crimean Ta–
tars who had moved back to Crimea

F
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THE STUDENTS OF THE HARVARD UKRA1N1AN SUMMER 1NST1TUTE
INVITE YOU TO A

SUMMER

DANCE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11th, 8:30 p.m.
QU1NCY HOUSE D1N1NG HALL
(corner of Mt. Auburn and Plympton Strts)
TRYZUB" orchestra
admissions 5.00
for information and direction call Ukrainian institute (617) 495-4053
or Maxym Tarnawsky (617) 498-3183

There's no place like Soyuzivka

SOYUZIVKA
The Ukrainian
National
Association
RESORT

ROOTS
BE PROUD OF YOUR HER1TAGE.

in the Catskill Mountains,
near Kerhonkson, N.Y.

PUT A

UKRAINIAN FLAG DECAL

EACH FR1DAY, a DANCE to the tunes of the "SOYUZiviCA" orchestra
Accordion. ALEC CHUDOLU. vocalist - OKSANA TR0MSA

1N YOUR CAR W1NDOW FOR ONLY A DOLLAR.
Church groups, clubs, etc. it's t treat fund raiser.
Ask for oar volume discounts. Write to -

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 8:30 p.m.
MARTA K0K0LSKA - soloist, soprano New York City Opera.
accompaniment Prof. 1H0R SONEYYCKY
10:00 p.m. - DANCE "TEMPO" orchestra

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL SEMINARS
1114 Hall Avenue. Windsor. Ont., N9A 2M9, Canada

идиямани
THE.

І И І І И И И И И І І И И 1 І І И 1 І

RECENTLY PUBLlSHED!

5ДСД

THE SAGA
OF UKRAINE

ОГ

AN 0UTL1NE H1ST0RY
THE AGE OF HEROlSM

By Myron B. Kuropas
S4.00 (Handling and postage charges included)
NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE "SvOBODA"
New Jersey residents 5^ sales tax

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE

vfceeWfcUi.

'

THE AGE QF hfESOfSU

L r t l l i r i l H l l l

'

JerteyCStjf.Nj. 07302

TH1S WEEKEND -

TENN1S DOUBLES TOURNAMENT

SATURDAY, AUGUST 1 1 , 8:30 p.m.
"A THREESOME AT SOYUZlYKA"
musical revue staged by Soyuzivka employees
10:00 p.m. - DANCE, "Soyuzivka" orchestra
SUNDAY, AUGUST 12 and AN0RU MADAJ

Art exhibit by SLAvA GERULAK

The large air conditioned Dance Hall "veselka"
Tel.: (914) 626-5641
a

30 Montgomery Street

тщттттмттт

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5 - A r t exhibit MYKHAYL0 M0R0Z.

'

The management pf "Soyuzivka" guarantees lor THE WEEKLY GUESTS
enough GASOLlNb for their trip home.
. . . v '
ft -,: . . ,

„ - ,k'km m– и ш ц к ^ і и і і д ^ ц д і -- lf; --',-' "' АЯА Jan
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1
HOW TO READ AND WR1TE 1N UKRA1N1AN
Bv l. KORYTSKY

Музика
Чи ви чули цю музику? Півень КЛИче: ,.ку-ку-ріку!" Гуска ґеґає досхочу.
Качка такає: „пить хочу". Цуцик гавкає при плоті. Свинка хрюкає в болоті.
І так усю днину йде музика без
упину.

Ілюстрації Юрія МАТУ

A gray hare lived in the woods with
his wife and small children.
The family of hares lived poorly.
Often for dinner they would eat only
grass, though a fresh cabbage would
have been much more delicious. But
how could a poor hare afford to eat
cabbage every day?
One day in late autumn everything
suddenly changed.
One cold autumn day the hare's wife
started to grumble: "My husband is
good for nothing, the house is falling
apart, the windows are broken, we are
not prepared for winter — our house is
cold and damp, the children almost
freeze to death at night..."
"Don4 worry," said her husband,
"today 1 will get to work, ill mend the
roof and board up the broken window."
The hare remembered seeing an old
board near a fence in a field not far from
the house. The board would be just the
right size to cover the broken window he
thought, and set off for the field with his
son. Together the two brought back the
board and the whole family pitched in
to help father repair the window.

ШЕВСЬКОГО

Галя MA ТУ ШЕВСЬКА

КАЗКА
ПРО

ГРИБКА

ЖОВТУ ШАПОЧКУ

Вибравши декілька з них. захопила й Жовту
Шапочку і поклала в торбу. Жовта Шапочка поїхав
автобусом з Ню Йорку в гарне підгір'я коло НІО

Полцу. Там поклали грибки у шафу і, коли
Бусикова мама відчиняла двері, вони поглядали у
вікно й бачили ліс. Це робило їм велику приємність. А в кімнаті бачили вони хлопчика Бусика,
що тількищо вчився ходити. Жовта Шапочка милувався ним і охоче був би сам з ним побавився.
Одного разу задумала Бусикова мама
зварити щось з грибами. Коли вона їх перебирала,
Жовта Шапочка якось вислизнув і непомітно
покотивсь до дверей. Двері не були зачинені, і він
хутко вискочив надвір. Перед ним простягався густий ліс, а по той бік долини підіймалися скелясті
горн.
Шапочка зупинивсь і задумався, що йому
почати. Ліс видавався йому якийсь чужий, не подібний до його рідного волинського лісу Та й гір
він на Волині не бачив. Але охота буті. на волі nepe–
могла, і він вирішив утікати.
Бусикова мама не помітила, що Жовтої
Шапочки нема між грибами і далі поралася біля
шафи. Але Бусик стояв у дверях і дивився, як
Жовта Шапочка простував до лісу шукати собі
щастя. По личку Бусика пливли слізки смутку і
радости.
Він шкодував за грибком, але одночасно
радів, що грибок нарешті знайшов те, за чим так
довго тужив - свій улюблений ліс.
(кінець)
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After they had finished hammering
the board into place, they stood back
and admired their work. The fatherhare noticed that a boot was painted on
the board and frowned. "We should
have turned the board over so that the
boot faced the wall."
His wife was not concerned about the
boot painted on the board. Now it was
warm in the house because the cold
wind did not blow through the cracked
window. She was so pleased that she
prepared a dinner of carrots that even–
ing. The hare ate his dinner and then
went to sleep.
Suddenly there was a knock on the
door of the house. The mother-hare
went to answer it and asked, "Who's
there?"
"1 am the old bear's son," came the
answer.
By this time the mother-hare was very
frightened. "Wh-wh-what do y-y-you
want here?" she asked.
The young bear said "Pm looking for
the shoemaker who lives here."
The mother-hare calmed down,
opened the door and told the bear that
he was mistaken. "There is no shoemaker here, only a poor family of
hares."
"But how could that be?" the puzzled
bear asked. "1 was told that the shoemaker lives in the house which has a
picture of a boot on it, so this must be
the place."
Before the mother-hare could explain
that the picture of the boot was nailed to
the wall of the house only to cover a
broken window, a crane appeared and
also insisted on seeing the shoemaker.
The crane said, "1 need a pair of high
boots to wear in the mud."
An ermine also appeared, "1 need a
pair of shoes for my husband to wear in
the snow — winter is almost here."
The mother-hare was confused and
d id n 't know what to do. All the commo–
tion awakened her husband. The bear,
crane and ermine surrounded him and
begged him to mend or sew shoes for
them.
The hare scratched his ear and
thought for a moment. "Neighbors, you
were looking for a shoemaker and you
found one. The grandfather of my
grandfather's greatgrandfather was
once a shoemaker. Naturally, 1 also
know something about the trade. But
there is one problem — 1 have no tools
or leather."
The customers answered in unison:
"Well get you all the supplies you need,
there is a great need for a shoemaker in
our woods."
So each of them brought the hare
some leather, nails, and other tools the
next day. The hare did not hesitate and
started mending and sewing shoes for
all the residents of the woods.
The hare was always busy because
there was plenty of work and many
customers. He could barely fill all his
orders on time. The whole family helped
hijji ijv, fns,new,'.business ,an'd'' tfiey^
became wealthy!,' ,. -.,.
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Bazio-beai learns a Usson
One day after breakfast, mother-bear
went out to find some food for the next
meal. She made it clear to her children
that they were not allowed to leave the
house while she was away:
The little bears were very^^bedient with the exception of little Bazio-bear.
As soon as mother left the house he
began to plan some fun for himself.
Finally he decided that he would take
the jar of honey which he saw his
mother hide in the cupboard and go out.
sS Qtrictty he-crepncrarbf the house so
that his brothers and sisters would not
see or hear him. He ran into the forest
and decided to sit under an oak tree and
sample some of the honey he took from
the cupboard. While he snacked on the
delicious honey, a fox appeared.
"Oh, it's you, Bazio-bear. Good
morning! t see that your mother is still
sleeping and has not yet fed you," she
said, noticing that he was stuffing him–
self with honey.
Bazio-bear blushed and put down the
honey jar. "Good morning to you, aunt.
Mother has been up and busy since
early morning," he said. He started
telling the fox about his mother, father,
brothers and sisters.
This was exactly what the sly fox was
waiting for. She pulled the jar contain–
ing honey for herself, pointed and said
to Bazio-bear: "Look, your mother is
coming." As Bazio-bear turned around
to see. she ran away with the jar. Baziobear walked in the direction the fox had
pointed, but he did not find his mother.
He returned to his spot under the oak

Youngest UNA'er

tree, intending to finish eating hit'
honey.
Poor Bazio-bear searched and
searched for the' missing honey, but he
couldn't find it.
As he was walking through the
beautiful woods, enjoying the sunshine
and wild flowers, he saw a swarm of
bees flying around an old aspen. He
remembered that mot her-bear had said
that bees collect honey and' hide it in
honeycombs. He decided to sit down
and watch the bees collect honey,
thi nk і ng that maybe he would be able to
get some for himself.
І
j He sat down on a log, not knowing
that a bee had sat down on the same
spot. Suddenly he jumped up and
screamed in pain. An old wolf was
watching this scene from behind a
nearby maple tree and fount' it to be
very funny. Bazio-bear became embar–
rassed and decided to go home.
But the wolf said: "Wait,:lll show you
how to get some honey from the bees.
Up in the tree there is a small hole, ill
give you a lift on my shoulders and you
can eat all you want - just be careful
not to eat any bees. ,YouJJ even be able
to bring some honey home to your
mother."
, Bazio-bear was so happy at hearing
this offer of help that he forgot all about
the lost honey jar and the bee that had
just stung him a minute, earlier. He
climbed up onto the wolf's shoulders
and into the tree and started eating the
sweet honey. Suddenly bees started
flying around his nose and began
stinging.
"Help, help." he yelled, falling to the
ground. Meanwhile the wolf had run
away.
^
Bazio-bear could hardly get up.
Crying and holding his swollen nose, he
slowly shuffled home. How sorry he was
that he hadn't listened to mother-bear
and stayed home and out of mischief!

WORD
JUMBLE
20th century Ukrainian architects
The jumbled words below represent the names of20th century Ukrainian architects.
They are spelled as they appear in Ukraine': A Concise Encyclopaedia. They can be
, identified by rearranging the letters. Letters underlined with a double line form the
mystery word.
KMYTSOHOEN

-

-

4-'-

BOSDUH

-

-

DKOAK "'

-

-

-

-

-

CVERKHYSYK

- -

-

-

- –

UZK

-

-

- - - - - -

-

- –

-:

-

EOPSKOVNT
AOSDAC
REJSYMSAKT

,.– і
-

-

-

-

SVYZOKUK
ISCYSHYNK
The Ukrainian Orthodox Church in South Bound Brook, N.J., is a
noteworthy example of this style of architecture:

Answers to previous word jumble: Koshetz, l.ysenko, Bortniansky, gtetsenko,
Rudnytsky. l.iudkevych, Kupchynsky, Kos-Anatolsky, Haivoronsky, Dankevych.
Mystery word: Natalka Poltavka.
HAVE AN INTERESTING JUMBLE? SEND IT IN.

Bohuta The Hero

Storv: Roman Zawadowvcz

Still in the crib, 3-month-old Christine
Marie Sanagursky of Rochester, N.Y..
is not even aware of the fact that she is
protected by the largest Ukrainian
organization which will stand by her
side when she needs it. Christine was
born on May 6 to Lawrence and Mary
Ann Sanagursky. She is the youngest
member of UNA Branch 316 in Roches–
ter thanks in no small measure to the
foresight of her grandparents John and
Mary, themselveslongtime members
of Soyuz: '1'-'"" MBBryiQ

illustrations: Petro Cholodny

Вогута скс.
тешс-рівняс.

Инхопив ,Вогутя КіІМІЙЬ ііукшії
мур затрішап. І .ав,-і.щ ІІИ,-Я камінні ворота.

He журіться, брати!
лбудую кращу твердиню.

ВоІПІІЯ sna(vln'fi:-.oat . with his
liand a l;lock-stoni' , . „HIQ, wall
ігасКІсІ and the slimc"i rambled.

r . :-,–, ,.f.fj-i;',v .?9 n u , t a Pounds, away at the eljff, ,',
Worry not. brothers,!' l will, build Hquaruig-levelUngjthe. stories.: -f'jl)i ,,.
here a letter citadel.

лупас, камінна
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Patriotism and Church.
(Co n tin ned fro m p age 9)
conceived the pyrohy idea as a fundraising effort.
Through the years, the pyrohy gang
has raised thousands of dollars. But it is
more than a financial endeavor, it has
become almost a symbol of church
togetherness.
Women like Mrs. Hryskanich say
they find great satisfaction in it.
"1 do it because 1 want to. І help the
church and 1 have fun. Sometimes we
sing when we make pyrohy. One person
start and we all sing," she said.
No one in the church minimizes the
effort of the women.
"We couldn't do without them. That's
how we got our start with the new
building,"said Mr. Chorney, who wasa
trustee at the time.
And even the younger people view the
effort with a great deal of respect.
Said M r . D o w z y c k y :
"Sure, they raised money and helped
make the church self sufficient. But it
was more than that. These people had
just come to this country. They had
their own families, but they wanted to
help the church. They didn't have
money, so they used their skills.
"And it-'s been-constant.lt's amazing,
i d e o l o g i e s , political i n v o l v e m e n t s ,
demonstrations have varied. But this
has remained an important constant."
But the church itself is the real
constant in the community.
"The church is really the breeding
around...the place where people from
various ideologies can come together to
discuss things, in a generalized way, the
church espouses the idea of freedom,"
Mr. Dowzycky said.
A more outward expression of that
sense of nationalism is expected to
appear soon across from the church,
where a village park will be built.

INVESTMENT
LICENSED ROOMING
HOUSE
9 N u n d a Ave. Jersey City, N. J.
07304
LICENSED ROOMING
HOUSE
5 20.000 Annual Gross with 16 units.
6 room owner residence, 1100 sq. ft
Basement, 2000 sq. ft Yard.

Present plans call for the dedication
of a plaque in the park to the middle
19th century Ukrainian poet Taras
Shevchenko.
To the Ukrainians, it is one more way
of honoring their heritage and saying:
"Some day Ukraine will again be
free."

Ukrainian National Association, inc.
P.O. Box 17 A - 30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, N J . 07302
GENTLEMEN:
Please send information on UNA insurance.

JOlN THE UNA
AND READ
THE WEEKLY
THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB OF NEW YORK
under the auspices of the

ASSOCIATION OF UKRAINIAN SPORTS CLUBS IN NORTH AMERICA (USCAK)
will hold

THE
ANNUAL
TENNIS AND SWIMMING COMPETITION
IN OBSERVANCE

at S O Y U Z I V K A
OF THE85th ANNIVERSARY

AUGUST 31 and SEPTEMBER 1, 2,3, 1979 (Labor Day Weekend)

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
for individual CHAMP10NSH1PS of USCAK
and trophies of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOYUZIVKA,
SVOBODA, THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, and the
sportsmanship Trophy of Mrs. MARY DUSHNYCK
Qualifications: This competition is open to any player
whose club is a member of USCAK. - Singles matches are
scheduled in the following division: Men, Women, Junior vets
(35-44), Senior Men (45- and SS). Junior (Boys and Girls).
Juniors are persons aged 18 and under, while seniors are
those over 45 years of age.
Registration for tennis matches, including name, age,
division and the fee of S5.00 should be sent to:
SOYUZIVKA
clo Miss Anya Dydyk
Kerhonkson, N. Y. 12446
Registrations should be sent not later than August 22.
1979. No additional applications will be accepted before the
competition, since the schedule or matches will be worked out
ahead of time.

201-434-7282

S C H E D U L E OF MATCHES:

REAL ESTATE
GLEN SPEY, N . Y.
Designers own secluded "Four Season"
41 acre mountain estate Just 2 hrs NY City
in Sullivan County. Contemporary large
main house, 30' X 30' livingroom with
cathedral ceiling, natural stone fireplace,
6 bedrooms, 5 baths, custom kitchen, all
latest equipment, heated swim pool,
complete Cabana with shover S snack bar.
tennis court, magnificent landscaping
plus an additional 2 bedroom guets house,
2 baths A kitchen, breathtaking views low
taxes. Asking S 350.000.
DAVIS R. CHANT, REALTORS

914-557-8338
HELP WANTED
WANTED

SECRETARY-CLERK
FOR LAW 0FF1CE
KNOWLEDGE OF TYP1NG STENO.
SPEAK UKRAINIAN.

OF THE VNA

FR1DAY. August ЗІ. - Soyuzivka. 1:00 p.m. Men's pre–
liminary rourul. Players who must compete in this round
will " be notified by the tournament committee by
Wednesday. August 29.
SATURDAY. September 1 - Soyuzivka. 8:30 a.m. First
round junior girls (all age groups), junior vets, senior men
first round. Soyuzivka, 10:30 a.m. Juniors (all age groups).
New Paltz. 10:30 a. m. Men's consolation round.
Soyuzivka. 3:30 p.m. Senior men 55 and over. Time and
place of subsequent matches will be designated by tour–
namem director R. Rakotchyj Sr.
Players in men's division, scheduled to compete Friday but
unable to arrive on this day. as well as losers in the prelimenary
round, can compete in the consolation round.
Because of limited time and the large number of entries,
players can compete in one group only they must indicate their
choice on the registration blank.

SWIMMING COMPETITION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1979
for I N D I V I D U A L and TEAM C H A M P 1 0 N S H 1 P S
UNA M E D A L S A TROPH1ES
in the following events for males and females
8-Ю years of age
25 m. free-style
50 m. free-style
11-12 years of age
25 m. free-style
50 m. free-style
25 m. breast-stroke
4 X 25 m. free-style relay
13-14 years of age
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
50 m. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. free-style relay
15 and over
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
100 m. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. medley relay
There will be no limit on the number of competitors in each
event. Swimmers can compete in no more than three individual
events and one relay.
Registration, including name and address, club, event, age
and Si.50 fee per person, should be mailed to:
Dr ROMAN SLYSH
88 Boxwood Drive,
Hershey, Pa. 17033
Tel.: (717) 533-6091
Registration will also be accepted at poolside before the
meet at 9:30 a.m.

Reservations should be made individually by the competitors by writing to:
Soyuzivka, Ukrainian National Ass'n Estate, Kerhonkson, N. Y.12446; (914) 626-5641
REGlSTRATlON FORM - TENN1S ONLY
Please cut out and send in with reg. fee of S5.00
Name: . . . :
Address:
Phone:
Dateofbirth:
Event — age group:
Sports club membership:

SALARY NEGOTlABLE.

Call: (212) 254-2260

Check payable to: KLK, American Ukrainian Sports Club.

